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COLLEGE CALENDAR

1933-1934
SECOND SEMESTER

Feb. 7-Wednesday _ ____Second semester opens with Morning
Prayer.
6 p.m.--Easter recess begins.
College opens with Morning Prayer.
lllllc IS-Monday - -- - .One hundred and sixth commencement.

~lar. 28-Wednesday
•~pr. 5-Thursday

1934-1935
FIRST SEMESTER

&pt, IS-Tuesday 9 a.m. _ _J>Jacement tests for new students begin.

~l 18-19-Tues.-Wed. - --Registration of

returning students.
l 20-Thursday -Registration of new students.
Sqii, 20-Thursday S p.m._ _£vening Prayer. Formal opening of
the one hundred and eleventh colli
lege year.
1
Ii"'· - Thursday --All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
~·ZS-Wednesday 12 m.__Thanksgiving recess begins.

Ilct.
h:i.

3-Monday - - - - College opens with Morning Prayer.
l9-Wedneseday 6 p.m.-Christmas recess begins.
Fib, 3-Thursday - - -College opens with Morning Prayer.
2-Saturday 6 p.m. ____ f"irst semester ends.
SECOND SEMESTER
FQ. 6Wednesday - - S e cond semester opens with Morning
l'ilr 17- Wedn d

6
Prayer.
.
es ay p.m .._ -Easter _recess begms.
17_ hursday - - - - -College opens with Morning Prayer.
Monday
One hundred and seventh commencement.

1.;i: 2$._T

K ENYON COLLEGE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEOlt

EX-OFFI CIO
THE RT. REv. HENRY WISE HOBSON, D.D.
Bishop of So11them Ohio
President for the Year
TnE RT. REv. WARREN LINCOLN Rocr:Rs, D.D.
Bishop of Ohio
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER P EIRCE, LL.D.
President of Ke1~yon College

ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER
ARTICLE IV
1931
WILLIAM G. MATHER, LL.D., Clevelan
l!IJI

.=-

FRANK H. GINN, LL.D., Cleveland_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .11
19
WILBUR L . CUMMINGS, LL.D., New York, N. Y.gj5
THE HoN. ALBERT DOUGLAS, LL.D., Washington, D. c.:9.l)
DON C. WHEATON, B.L., New York, N. Y.
J9.iii
]. EDWARD Goon, Ph.B., Akro
l9ll
MORISON R. WAITE, Cincinnati
- - J9ll
ALFRED H. GRANGER, Sc.D., Chicago_ _ _ _ _ _ 1937
HENRY S. GREGG, A.B., Minneapolis, Minn.931
19ji
ALllERT C. WHITAKER, Wheeling, W. Va. _ _ _ _ 1
ERNEST C. DEMPSEY, A.B., Cleveland _ _.
l9.i-!
LAURENCE H. NORTON, Cleveland
19.ii
CARL R. GANTER, A.M., New York, N. Y.
l~
Rrc HARD INGLIS, LL.D., Cleveland
l~
HENRY G. DALTON, LL.D., Cleveland
19'1
EARL D. BABST, LL.D., New York, N. Y.
1911
HOMER P. KNAPP, Cleveland _____________

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER
ARTICLE V

TSJlll(

•XPIRU

RC'llT A.

W1tAvtR,

B.L., Cleveland ____________ 1934

Tai RIV. PmL Poan:a, D.D., Dayton - - - - - - - - - 1934

J. GooDARD, A.B., New York, N. Y._______

1935
1935
1936
T1& RIV. KJU B. O'FERRALL, D.D., Detroit, Mich. _____ 1936
TBOllAS

C.

A.B., Cleveland
IL Ka.av DAvas, Ph.B., Columbus_ _ _

CBAlL!s

WRIGHT,

E'.aNIST

SECRETARY
C. D!.MPSEY, Union Trust Building, Cleveland

FISCAL AGENT
Tai

NATIONAL

CITY

BANK,

Cleveland
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES

ELECTED

Executive Committee
MR. DALTON
MR. GINN

Ma.

Ma. Gooo

PRESIDENT

Cu1o1w1NGS

PtJJCI

On the Theological School
THE BISllOP OF

Omo

TUE BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO

PRESIDENT PEIRCE

DEAN BYRER

THE REv. D11. PoarP
THE

REv. Da. O'FERRALL
On the College
MR. CUMMINGS

MR. GINN

Ma.

MR. WEAVER

PRESIDENT

APPOINTED

On Investments
Ma.
Ma.
Ma.

I NGLIS

MATHER
NORTON

On Buildings and Grounds
Ma.
Ma.

PRESIDENT PEIRCE
KNAPP

GRANGER

On the Commons
MR. WRIGHT
MR. WEAVER

BABST

PtJl(l

FACULTY
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FACULTY
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M.A. (Amherst),
LH.D. (Hobart), D.D. (Western Reserve, University of the
South), LL.D. (Kenyon)
PRESIDENT
PROFESSOR OF AMERICAN HISTORY
CLARENCE PEMBROKE GOULD, A.B., PuD. (Johns Hopkins)
DEAN
PROFESSOR OP ENGI.ISII HISTORY
HENRY TITUS WEST, M.A. (Oberlin)
PROFESSOR o~· GERMAN
WILLIAM PETERS REEVES, A.B., PH.D. (Johns Hopkins)
SECRETARY
}AMES H. DEMPSEY PROFESSOR OP ENGLISH
LEE BARKER WALTON, PH.B. (Cornell), M.A. (Brown),
Pn.D. (Cornell)
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
RICHARD CLARKE MANNING, A.B., Pu.D. (Harvard)
BENSON MEMORIAL PROFESSOR OP LATIN
Rf.GINALD BRYANT ALLEN, M.S., (Rutgers), PH.D. (Clark)
Pt.uooy Paonssoa OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON, B.A., M.A. (Olivet),
PH.0. (Chicago)
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, PH.B. (Kenyon),
PH.D. (Columbia)
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
RICHARD COLLINS LORD, B.A., M.A., PH.D.
(Washington and Lee)
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY
lIELVJN GILLISON RIGG, A.B. (Baker), A.M., Pu.D.
~
(Pennsylvania) , PH.D. (Ohio State)
CQ AND WOLFE PROFESSOR OF PIIILOSOPHY AND PSYCllOLOGY
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WALTER HATHERAL COOLIDGE, Pa.B. (Kenyon),
PH.D. (Johns H opkins)
BOWLER PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

ROBERT SOMERVILLE RADFORD, M.A. (University of
Virginia), PH.D. (Johns H opkins)
PROFESSOR OF GREEK

WILLIAM RAY ASHFORD, A.B. (Harvard), Pa.D. (Chicago)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES

PHILIP WOLCOTT TIMBERLAKE, A.B. (Kenyon),
M. A., PH.D. (Princeton)
M CILVAINE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

*CHARLES MONROE COFFIN, A.B., M.A. (Ohio State)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

THE REV. LEWIS JAMES BAILEY (General Theo!. Seminary)
CHAPLAIN

RUDOLPH JOHN KUTLER, B.S., M.A. (Kenyon)
DARLINGTON GREEN DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EouCAT!ON ANO
ATHLETICS

CHARLES BLACKMER RUTENBER, B. CHEM., PH.D. (Comcll)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY

CASPER L. COTTRELL, A.B. (George Washington),
PH.D. (Cornell)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS

*PAUL HERBERT LARWILL, PH.B. (Louvain),
B.A. (Princeton)
SAMUEL MATHER PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGIS

CHARLES THEODORE BUMER, B.S. (Denison),
M.A. (Harvard), PH.D. (Ohio State)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS

STUART RICE McGOWAN, Pa.B. (Kenyon),
M.A. (Western Reserve)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY

PAUL MERLIN TITUS, A.B. (Oberlin), Pa.D.

(Pr~:%~

PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS ON THE EDWIN M. STANTON

JAY WILLIAM BLUM, A.B. (Wooster)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS

*Abroad on leave of absence, 1933-34.

Fou
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FACULTY

STANDING

COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

Athletics
PROFESSOR REEVES

Paomsoa ALLEN

PROFESSOR WALTON
Curric ulum
DEAN GOULD

Pionssoa MANNING
l'lonssoa ALLEN

PROFESSOR

Rtcc

PROFESSOR TIMBERLAKE

Curtis Fund
P ROFESSOR ALLEN

hmssoa

MANNING

PROFESSOR LoRD

D egrees

~SOI

PROFESSOR MANNING
}OBNSON

PROFESSOR LORD

Dis cipline

~SOI

DEAN GOULD
AuzN

PROFESSOR COOLIDGE
Larwill Lectureship

~SOI Ruvzs

P RESIDENT PElllCE

~Sot Ruvzs

PRESIDENT PEIRCE

PROFESSOR CAHALL
Library

PaonssoR MANNING
Publications

~SQl TllO!RJ..Alt.!.

PROFESSOR A SHFORD
P ROFESSOR TITUS
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
TIIE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE
PRESIDENT

CLARENCE PEMBROKE GOULD
DEAN

GEORGE BUTLER SHAFFER, PH.B. (Kenyon)
ASSISTANT DEAN

PHILENA HELEN TAYLOR
ASSISTANT TREASURER

ELEANOR MAUDE HICKIN, B.A. (Michigan)
LIBRARIAN

DONALD WALLACE FERGUSON, B.A., M.A. (Western
Ontario), B.A. in Library Science (Michigan)
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN

FREDERICK LEWIS WHITE, B.S., M.A. (Kenyon)
SUPERVISING ENGINEER

JOHN R. CLAYPOOL, M.D.
OFFICIAL PHYSICIAN

The College Commons
LOCAL BOARD

CHARLES T. BUMER
WALTER H. COOLIDGE
RUDOLPH J. KUTLER
FRANK F. AKE
MANAGER

MRS. CHARLOTTE C. TRAINER
Student Officials

JOHN BURRIS TRITSCH
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSEMBLY

FRANK FIRESTONE AKE
CHAIRMAN OF THE SENIOR COUNCIL

ADMISSION
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ADMISSION

Kenyon College is a college for men.
The number of students in residence is limited by the Board
of Trustees to approximately 250. This limit has been adopted in
order. t~ maintain social unity in college life, to promote personal
lllociation between teacher and student to make it possible to secure
a body of high type students, and, abo:e all, to enable the College to
~en.trate its resources so as to give each student the best possible
"'UC.lion.
Candidates for admission should make early application. Blanks
1
; ~:!ication and certification are provided by the College and n:_iay
adiiuss"med from the registrar, to whom all correspondence regarding
ion should be addressed.

0

'l l r::15 ent~ance alt

students are received on probation, and ~eir
s~bJect to careful inspection. Matriculation (see p. 22) gives
cr~t for certificates and accords full standing in college. To
Pl&~ic~lated a student must maintain an average grade of 3 (see
t~· ) m at least twelve hours a week of work for one semester.
"lllUtnts who f a1·1 t o matriculate
·
·
·
b ut
It,;,
may be continued
on pro bat1on,
Coi~:ho fail to pass in at least three courses will be dropped from

~

1

. A student

who has attended another college is required to present

Wlnplete tr anscnpt
· of his
. entire
. scholastic
. record, which
.
cl1ldc
must ·m<rc d~ ~:tement of dismissal in good standing. Only those students
!ranceig; le .for admission by transfer whose records satisfy the enl:id CQuirements of Kenyon College and whose college courses
~es satisfy substantially the r~uirements imposed by the
urn of Kenyon College up to the point at which they enter.

REQUIREME NTS FOR ADMISSION
APJllicants f
. .
or admission shall present:
0) J\ c .fi
erti cate of good moral character from the secondary school attended and endorsements as to character
: .personality from secondary school teachers, clergy,
if l>Ossible from alumni of Kenyon College.
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(2) Evidence of capacity to do college work as indicated by
a standardized aptitude test. If the secondary school is
unable to supply this evidence, the College will arrange
for such a test.
(3) A transcript of grades from the secondary school.
Fifteen wuts is the quantitative requirement. A unit
is defined as a year's study of any subject which con·
stitutes approximately one-fourth of a full year's work.
Preference will be given to applicants who present four units
of foreign language and three units of mathematics, although
applicants who present two units of one foreign language and
two units of mathematics may be admitted.
01
Preference will be given to applicants who are graduates
approved secondary schools.
01
Preference will be given to applicants who present units
an academic rather than of a vocational nature.
\York of college grade done in a secondary school may rec~tt
credit toward graduation from the College upon the successful passti:g
of an examination given on such work by a member of the College
faculty.

COURSE OF STUDY
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THE COURSE OF STUDY

~· The faculty believes t hat it is the function of a college
'> lrlin men to perform their duties towards themselves, their faml'Ofk ~ society in general. This includes preparation for efficient
bt ism the profess~ons ~nd in business. Toward these ends .th~ stul>CTmitted wide liberty to choose studies that meet his interuts and that will increase his enjoyment of life.
· to give to its students a broad and sympatI1et1c
·
IllerThis College tries
Standing of those elements of social and intellectual history
; arc. most important for an intelligent appreciation of our present
~lOn. It also insists that its students reach standards of atlor .... t m English and foreign language which are indispensable
""' educated man.
e, r"'-.uirmg
. . .its students to choose a field of concentration, Kenyon
~
~ c assists them in laying a solid foundation for later specialized
~udcn~ are encouraged to read widely and to investigate
~ Ives m their major fields. Every effort is made to foster
cnt thinking.

a:iK~ycn College also believes that participation in athletic
a:in:tcgral part of a proper plan of education. Hence,
~out a full program of intercollegiate sports, it places
on mtramural games and encourages every student
1
or some kind of competitive recreation.

•

• Methods
ah( • • •

s·mce

sports
while
heavy
to go

classes at Kenyon are relatively small, a

~ llltunacy exists between students and instructors in the class-

nstructors have an opportunity to study the aptitudes of stu-

~and to give each man instruction suited to his needs i and

Illa arc encouraged to look upon instructors as friends to whom
1 express themselves freely in respect to the work of their

~ courses are frequently conducted as small seminar
~lllttting once or twice a week. In such groups the student is
1 ~lowed to study the aspect of the subject tl1at most appeals
-.
Ollts' c organization of honors courses and the use of exam&tld'.dc the faculty for the comprehensive examination in the
~ arc expected to develop naturally when classes under the
lpProach graduation.

KENYON COLLEGE
Guidance. Each student is assigned to a faculty advii
whose function is to secure for the student a well-row1ded educatlOI
in accordance with the student's special abilities and plans. T
adviser supervises the student's selection of courses outside of the
'
I t is
· the £unction of the major professor to prov1'de techr l
?1aJor.
information with regard to the field of concentration. These at·
visers are entirely dissociated from discipline and try to serve Ill
matters as advocates and friends. The adviser is expected to be the
advisee's attorney before the faculty and administratioIL The 11'
to fit themselves to give sound advice, the advisers hold f.requ.
meetings for exchange of ideas and conduct serious investigati
into student needs.
'
Degree. All approved courses in Kenyon College .lead ·~
the degree of bachelor of arts. The bachelors' degrees in phtl051>1-~
and science given hitherto are being discontinued with the pft>l.JI
sophomore class.

R E QUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
9
The curriculum here described went into effect in September, t Jl.
For former requirements see previous catalogues.
.~
In quantity not less than 120 semester hours of credit is requir
A . A ttainmen t. No courses are specifically required; but
since the College feels that every student should possess a thorv;:f.i
knowledge of his own language and a reading knowledge of tw~ other
languages, each student is required to demonstrate by examinau;:i
that he has:
(1) the ability to speak and write good English;

(2) the ability to read two foreign languages.
( 1) All students are examined as to their proficiency in ~I
speech and composition. Students who pass this test will be ~
from taking any course in English composition. Student> whl di
not pass this test will be required to take English 1 and 2, and fllf·
ther study of English may be prescribed for any who continue
employ poor English.
(2) All students who are candidates for graduation will be rtquired to satisfy the faculty that they are able to read tv;o fot'C'P
languages (Latin, Greek, French, Spanish, Italian, or Gennan).
The ability to read a foreign language is defined as the a~

15
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b pronounce that language with such correctness as will permit the
"1ln1ncr to understand the pronunciation without following the text
bt i• being read; and also the ability to translate several passages
0
1llX>derately difficult prose from that language into good English at
L This degree of proficiency will ordinarily be acquired by
tZtnu who have had four years of a language in a secondary school
• two years in college, and such students will be encouraged to take
~ test for proficiency. However, students who have had less than
t:s ~unt of training are eligible to take the test.
Examinations to measure proficiency in English and foreign
the opening of the college year and at the
of each semester. Students who qualify as proficient in a lanlll;t will be excused from taking more work in that language, but
l'.:lbts who fail to qualify as proficient will ordinarily be required
'~sue the study of that language until they give evidence by
~bon of the required proficiency. The attainment requirement
It be met by the end of the sophomore year. The faculty urges
lludcnt to take the tests in English and in foreign languages as
ltly as Possible. These tests should be repeated each year until they

~cs arc given before

ti Jlassed.

~ilc courses

taken and passed in college in English and in
. languages will yield credit toward the 120 semester hours
~ for graduation, the attainment requirement stands outside
trtd1ts and must in any event be met.

D~vcrsification.

B.

SlX

Each student w ill complete one yearof the following divisions :

L ~lish Language and Literature (not including English comPJ$1tJon).

2

~iQJ Languages

!

(Greek and Latin).

Modem Languages (French, Spanish, Italian, German).
lhthematics.

S. Physics and Chemistry.
~ Billogy and Geology.
i History and Economics.
l l'hiMisophy, Psychology, Religion.

ll..t dxiice of courses made from these eight d · · .

~by the student's adviser. Although most t•v~s•ons ~ust be
a~ amount of advice in planning th . s u ents w11l wele1r courses, it i.

•!.-
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desire of the faculty that students shall be given all possible freedom
in making their own choice of courses in these eight groups.
Students should meet the diversification requirement by the~
of their second year.
C. Co ncentration. Each student will select before the end
of his sophomore year some one department as his field of major Ct'll·
centration. In this field the student will take from three to six yur·
courses. These courses will be determined and selected by the studellt
and his major professor, and they will ordinarily be taken in OllC
department; but with the consent of his major professo~, one or
of the courses above three may be chosen in a field allied to the 6
of major concentration.
The work in the major department will be concluded at the ellCI
of the senior year by a comprehensive examination.

m:

D . P hysical Training. Physical training is required of::,.
fr.eshmen. However, freshmen are allowed and ev~ urged to ~
shtute some form of outdoor exercise for gymnasium cla~ses.dctd·
successful has the Department of Physical Education been 111 •
oping a love of sports that practically every student in College partio·
pates in some kind of competitive athletic game.

ADMI NI STRATION
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REGISTRATION
The one hundred and eleventh college year opens with Evening
Pnicr at the College chapel at 5 o'clock on Thursday, September 20,
I~

All new students should arrive Monday, September 17, and obtain
assignments and other instructions from the office of the
ltgutrar, South Ascension, first floor. Placement tests arc given to
~~ students, beginning at 9 :00 A. M., Tuesday, in Ascension
· These tests are prerequisite to assignment to courses.
~c~urning students will register on Tuesday\ and Wednesday,
~r 18and 19.
All returning students who have fai led to register their choice of
~fore the close of the preceding college year must pay a late
at100 fee of $2.00.
TUITION

Tht charge for

tuition is $300.00 a year, with an additional charge
txtra courses. The incidental fee is $10.00 a semester.
FrA" labo t
•
.
I •
Q!!.:.J._ ra ory courses m the departments of chemistry, P 1ys1cs,

If """"IO', a fee of $10.()() a semester is charged. In the department
~ the fee is $5.00.
The graduation fee, which includes the diploma and the use of
and hood, is ten dollars, payable at the beginning of the second
of the senior year.
LIVING EXPENSES

liartl:e Col~egc d?rmitories, Old Kenyon, Hanna Hall, and Leonard
!!ltals, m~ludmg heat and light, vary from $60.00 to $90.00 a
b<-_._" Furniture is not provided by the College, but most of the
--llllJ di •.
' visions own and supply it.

~:~~lcgc commons the charge
thil

~

for regular board during _the
u $110.00 for the semester of seventeen weeks. If prices
chirgc will be continued for the year 1934-35.

P AYMENTS
ore registration for each semester all students make an an-
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vance payment of $125.00, of which (a) $50.00 is an unrefundablc
payment covering one-third of the tuition fee for the semester; (b)
$50.00 applies to the commons charge for board for the semester;
(c) $25.00 is a deposit which establishes credit for the purchase of
textbooks and provides for special assessments.
On October 15 and on February 15 .a statement is rendered for
the balance due for the semester, which, if desired, can be paid in
installments as follows:
(1) On November 1 and March 1,
$110.00, credited to (a) Tuition $50.00, (b) Commons meals
$30.00, (c) Dormitory $20.00, (d) Incidental $10.00.
(2) On December 1 and April 1,
$100.00, credited to (a) Tuition $50.00, (b) Commons muls
$30.00, (c) Dormitory $20.00.
(3) On January 1 and May 1,
The balance of dormitory charges together with fees for Laboratory and extra courses and the voluntary Student Asscmblr
fee of $12.50.
It is requested that the advance payment and all other payments at
the Treasurer's ofrice be made by cashier's check or New York drafL
Students often find it convenient to open checking accounts at the
Peoples Bank of Gambier.
. tall
The following rule of the Board of Trustees governs all ms ·
ment payments:
"All students are required to pay College fees on the dates speci·
fied. Any student who does not make payment within two weeks from
this date is suspended from all College privileges until payment baS
been made. If the bill remains unpaid at the end of the semester the
suspension becomes final."
RELIGIOUS SERVICES

The official College services are on week-days an abbre:iat~
Morning Prayer and on Sundays at half past ten in the mornllll
regular service. Students are required to be present at not less ~
one-half of each of these series of services. On each Sund.a~ tHoly Communion is celebrated at an early hour. The Chaplain IS
always accessible to College students.
DISCIPLINE
Regularity in the performance of all College duties is

insi<:~
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and any student who persistently neglects his work is required
" larc College.

The faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove any student
~er it believes that the interest of the College requires such

ICl!;a.

Siocc 1905 a committee of seniors elected by the student body has
l!illlllCd the responsibility of maintaining goo<l order on College
ll'c:iscs. By the present constitution of the Kenyon Coilegc Asscmlq lhc Senir>r Council is charged with the performance of this <luty.
~t the dormitories and at the commons they act as a house committee
~college property and making and enforcing regulations. At
CDcc a month the Senior Council meets with the President for
lfonnat discussion of student and College interests.

In the judgment of the College authorities the keeping of automoby students is inadvisable. Without making a specific prohibi-

lhc. College emphatically disclaims all responsibility in this matbnn
.. th d . .
.
·-.. c cc1s1on to the student and his parents.
SCHOLARSHIPS
All scholarships are held subject to the following regulations of
~ty: "All students holding scholarships of any kind shall he
to maintain an average grade of two and one-half, to obse':'' t
~ c economy in expenditure and to refrain from behavior
111
" subject them to college discipline."
1

~ Colltge possesses
Exro 'El> ScnoLARSHIPS

the following scholarships:

lltM,.
W. Andrews, Jr., Scholarsl1ip, a fund of $3000, the giftf
}{
oa. John W. Andrews, of Columbus, Ohio, in memory 0

~'1!0/d Sciiolarship

of $5000 founded by the bequest of the

I. Amold of Mount Vernon. The income is awarded anb a ltudcnt resident in Knox County.

n, 1""i.i. Badger Scholarship,

$1~00, fou~ded

a fund of
by
AllStm Bad• er, of ~fedina, Ohio. The mcomc is to IJc
CXlly to a student preparing for the ministry.

n, Philo Shtrnian Bc1111ett Scliolarsliip, a
Coltq:e by the Hon. William

J.

fund of $500, assigned
Bryan as administrator for
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Mr. Bennett. The income of this fund is to be given to needy and
deserving students.

The Camcgie Scholarship Fm1d of $25,000, the gift of the late
Andrew Carnegie. Grants from tbe income of this fund are made to
needy and deserving students for the payment of College bills. Posbllants for holy orders are ineligible.
The Carter Scholarship Fmid of $5000, the gift of Mrs. Carter,
of Albany, New York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George
Galen Carter, S.T.D., of the Class of 1864, and his father, ~e Rr
Lawson Caner, late of Cleveland, Ohio. The income provides or
two scholarships, and in making appointments preference is to bcgl~
to postulants for orders, especially to such postulants as are sons
clergymen.

pa::

.
The Cushi11g Scholarship, a fund of $5000, founded by. his
m memory of Kirke W. Cushing, '14. The appointment is plat othe hands of the president, the professor of English, and the pl'

1

fessor of mathematics with the direction that it be conferred upoll
student of special need and merit who has been at least one J~r•
residence.

'

The Albert Do11glas Scholarship, a fund of $10,000, ~tablish:
Ho~ Albert Douglas, of the Class of 1872. The ~fer·
assigned to a student not a candidate for holy o.rder~, pr f the

by th~
$500 is
ence to
donor.

be given to residents of Chillicothe, Ohio, the native city 0

Financial need is a condition of eligibility.

The Doyle Scholarship Fund of $10,000, the g1·f t 0 f the latt

Joseph B. Doyle of Steubenville. The income is available for~
men preparing for holy orders during their collegiate course. vii1t.
dents from Saint Paul's and Saint Stephen's Churches, Steuben
are preferred beneficiaries.
. by~
!he Gi1111 Scholarships, two funds of $2500 ~c.h, give: G~
son m memory of Francis Marion Ginn and M1lhcent p pe f1(.f
Eligibility is limited to graduates of Ohio high schools, pref~).!.
being given to students from Sandusky County, where
f
Ginn served as principal and superintendent at Fremont and OJ
more than thirty years.
e>~

Fran:

. The R14thcrford B. Ha.ves, '42, Scholarship, a fund of~'flit p.
hshed by the Trustees of the Hayes Foundation at Fremo~
of~
come of $250 is assigned to a student selected by the president
College.
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Till Ralph S. Holbrook, '87, Scholarship F1111d established by Mrs.

~ook and consisting of certain real estate in Toledo, valued at
$,~oco. placed in the hands of the Security Savings Bank and Trust
~Y as trustee. Awards from income are made by a committee
~tcd by the donor and arc limited to students from Lucas

l'ttcty, Ohio.

Tht Thol!llJJ A. McBride Scholarship, a fund of $2000, founded

~bequest of Mrs. Mary A . McBride, of
ICAI, Thomas

Wooster, Ohio, in memory of

A. McBride, of the Class of 1867.

,7At .lfilmiiit Scholarship, founded by Mrs. Charles E. Milmine,
If liew York, in memory of her husband Charles Edward Milmine, of
Oau of '85. The income of $400 is' assigned to a student selected
ltnttal merit by a committee consisting of the president, the dean
QI !ht .
registrar of Kenyon College.
~ Tlt :Va.rh Scholarship Ftmd of $10,000, founded by beque5t of
I.!. ~ash, of Cincinnati. The income provides fo r three scholarof about $200 each.

~ TAt Gtorgt Jones Put Scholarship,

a fund of $2000~ established
beQucst of George Ledlie in honor of his life-long fnend, George
Pett, Kenyon '65.

r ~OMlhard Scholarship, a

fund of $2500, the gift of M!'. George
. d, of the Class of 1873. Preference is to be given to a
111 rtguJar standing.

Ttt.-sras• ScnoLAJtsaIPs
ll111lCciaJ
•
f
T~
action at a meeting on October 14, 1933, the Board o
~uthorizcd the award for the year 1934-35 of a number of
ships ''to H'1gh School or other preparatory school pup1·1 s o f

~

and other superior qualifications." The purpose of the
n to assemble at Kenyon College a body of students of high
~ and su_perior ability. These scholarships, which arc
the President, vary in amount from $100 to $300.

LOAN FUNDS

~College possesses
l\e ~llrlis Fwnd, which

II

the following loan funds:

now amounts to over $44,000.

Tri:.~ Henry B. Curtis, LL.D., of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, ~ra~ted

~of Kenyon College a fund for the aid of mentonous
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students by loans of money at a low rate of interest. The interest is
intended to meet only the risk of death and is not to be greater tlwi
the average rate of life insurance.
r.
The application for a Curtis scholarship must state the app:l"
cant's name, residence and age, and his father's name and addrm
The father or guardian must endorse the application and express bis
belief that the loan will be repaid at maturity. The faculty "'
consider the application to be confidential, and in granting the loall
will take into consideration the applicant's character, ability and men\
including his examinations in school and college, and his record 1111
. . an
regularity, punctuality, and general conduct. The appropnallOllS I
made for a year at a time and are available only for the payment~
semester fees. Upon receiving the credit the student gives his protr;:
sory note for the repayment five years from date, with interest at
rate of one and one-half per cent.

The Ormsby Phillips F1md of $1000, which was estab~shtd:
Mr. and Mrs. Bakewell Phillips, of Pittsburgh, Pennsyl~~ to
lent without interest to a student intending to study for the tnIDJ.llrY·

GENERAL INFORMATION
MATRICULATION

. A student is admitted to matriculation when he h~s 5 ~~
satisfactory probation, as described on page 11. MatnculatJOD
31
accredited membership in the institution, entitles the student toTb!
honorable dismissal, and is essential to his obtaining a degree.pclli=I
0
public exercise of matriculation occurs on or soon after the. rJ1r
day of each semester. The candidate then signs the following
gation:
We, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon College; :
now admitted to the rite of matriculation, do promise, each for
self:
. faithfully
.
1. That we will
observe an d obeY the la11;i -...
regu.lations of the College, and all authoritative acts~ t!t
president and faculty, so long as we are connected jol;l f'
College; and as far as may be in our power, on all occas ~
will give the influence of our good example and precept to
others in like circumstances to do the same.
2.

As faithful sons of Kenyon College, we will residtr to

GENERAL INFORMATION
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her as our alma mater, at all times and on all occasions, due
honor and reverence, striving to promote her wet fare by all
proper means, and abstaining carefully from all things that may
ttnd to impair her influence or limit her usefulness as a seminary
of teaming.
EXAMINATIONS

Final examinations required of all students are held at the end of
Q.:b semester and cover the work of the half year.
. At the end of the second semester each year comprehensive examili!laas wilt be given to senior students in their major subjects.
GRADES

~l ~esystem of grades is: 1 (excellent), lV. (superior), 2 (good),

~t arerage_), 3 (fair), 4 (unsatisfactory),

t C:tcd .m course). For
ocd m all courses.
l!tth·Students w11ose average
1:.4,~ the bac~elor's degree
' 1~ or higher, s11111111a

5 (failure, the subject to
graduation a grade average of 3 must
· college course is 2 or h1g
· h er
for their
rnm laude; l V. or higher, 111ag11a cum
mm Laude.

MERIT LIST

~The. annua~

catalogue prints (page 74) a list of the students
average m scholarship during the preceding year is 2 or higher.

F":

HONORS

honors at graduation are conferred in the order of rank
ents whose average grade for the entire course is lV. or
· Then
. ames of honor men are announced at the commencetxcrciscs and are printed in the annual catalogue.
THE PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY

~Phi Beta Kappa Society was organized

to encourage and to
txcetlence in scholarship, and high standing is an essential
.--..en for adm1ss1on.
· ·
The fraternity which was founded at
at~ Mary College in 1776, established the Beta Chapter of
of tbt ~Yon College in 1858. Undergraduates are elected at the
rst semester of the junior and of the senior year.
c;,,r:.,_

KENYON COLLEGE

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

The literary societies, the Philomathesian, founded in 1827, and
the Nu Pi Kappa, founded in 1832, are actively maintained. Regular
meetings are held by both societies and occasional debates with other
colleges are arranged. By gifts from the alumni, the society rooms in
Ascension Hall are handsomely finished in carved oak, with beamed
and paneled ceilings and elaborate window and door casings.
A number of well supported student organizations exist. In their
respective fields the Science Club and the International Relations Club
are active, and a Dramatic Club presents several programs each year.
In muisc, besides the College choir, a remarkably active organization
known as the Kenyon Singers is maintained. Under the direction of
Dr. Bumer the Singers have given concerts and made radio broadcasts.
The student publications are the Collegiaii, which appears each
month during the college year, and the Reveille, published annually
by the junior class.
The management of all athletic, musical, dramatic, and other interests is vested in the Kenyon College Assembly, the corporate organization of the student body.
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Courses with odd numerals are given in the first semester; those
with even numerals, in the second semester.
All courses give three college credits unless otherwise indicated.
A college credit is allowed for the equivalent of the work of one
class-hour a week throughout the semester, or about one-fifteenth of
the entire work of a semester.

BIOLOGY
PROFESSOR WALTON

The introductory course in general biology is presented for the
purpose of contributing to a sound cultural education. The advanced
courses are valuable for those intending to enter the professions, particularly that of medicine. The best medical schools require from
two to three year-courses of pre-medical biology.
It is recommended that students electing biology as a major subicct take the maximum number of courses in chemistry and also
~uire a reading knowledge of German.
11, 12. Gen eral B iology. This is intended as an introduction
lo subsequent courses as well as a general survey of the subject for

'lildents wishing to take only one year of biology. It consists of
lcct.ires, recitations, and laboratory work on selected types or organbis and on various phases of animal and plant life of a special
&oture. Topics such as the origin and manifestations of life, the cell
ind the cell theory, the individual, heredity, variation, selection,
genetics, and especially mendelian phenomena, are carefully considered
:a the lectures. During the latter part of the course the field of
ijlp!icd biology is reviewed, principles of sanitation, hygiene, and
~ctentive medicine being given particular emphasis. The work is
l;pplemented by occasional field excursions. Two laborato ry periods
of two hours each and one hour lecture a week throughout the year.
31, 32. Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates.

Lectures,

r~tions, and laboratory work on vertebrates from amphioxus to
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man, with particular attention to comparisons of the skeletal system,
the nervous system, the circulatory system, etc. Four hours laboratory and one hour lecture a week throughout the year.
Prerequisite, Biology 11, 12 and junior standing.
33, 34. Histology and Microtechnique. This course is arranged primarily for students intending to enter medical school.
Permanent preparations are made o[ organs and tissues which have
been previously dissected, fixed, and placed in alcohol or imbeddcd in
parafine. Particular attention is paid to the :£unctions of the various
groups o[ cells. The theory o[ the microscope and methods in microtechnique, sectioning, staining, etc., are carefully considered at the
beginning of the course. Four hours laboratory and one hour lecture
a week throughout the year.
Prerequisite, Biology 11, 12 and junior standing.
Sl, S2. Embryology. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory
work based on a general study o[ the development of animals from the
formation of the egg to the attainment of growth in the adult. Particular attention is given to cytology during the early part of the
course. A series of in toto preparations and transverse sections from
the early stages of the chick are made.by each student to be used in
subsequent study. Textbook: Patten, The Chick. Reference books:
McMurrich, Heisler, Minot, Ilertwig, Roule, etc. Four hours laboratory, one hour a week throughout the year.

Prerequisite, Biology 31-34.
S3, 54. Neurology. A comparative study of the growth and
structure of the nervous system in the different groups of animals,
with particular attention to the morphology of the central nervous
system of the vertebrates. Four hours laboratory and one hour lecture
a week throughout the year.

Prerequisite, Biology 31-34.
SS, S6. Advanced Biology. Special laboratory work arranged
with reference to the individual needs of students wishing to de\i>te
a maximum amount of time to the study of biology. Six laboratory
hours throughout the year.
Prerequisite, Biology 11, 12, 33, 34.

DEPARTM ENTS OF INSTRUCTION
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CIIEMISTRY
PROFESSOR CooLtDGE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RuTENDER

The work in this Department is planned for fou r main purposes;
(a) to give the student a cultural knowledge of chemistry; (b) to
prepare students thoroughly for graduate work in pure chemistry or
chemical engineering; (c) to give the student that chemical training
necessary fo r professional work in other scientific fields such as
medicine, dentistry, physics, engineering, etc.; (d) to enable students,
upon graduation, to enter commercial laboratory work.
1, 2. Elementary Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. The
first semester is devoted to the development of chemical theory and
the chemistry of the non-metals. The work of the second semester
includes the study of the metals and application of chemical theory
to the systematic separation and detection of the common elements and
acid radicals. T his course is limited to students who have had no
previous work in the subject. First semester, three hours recitation
and two of laboratory; second semester, two hours of recitation and
four of laboratory.
Four credits.

Ma.

RuTENBER.

3, 4. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. The
course is limited to students who present high school chemistry for
tntrance, but whose preparation is inadequate to admit them into
courses 5, 6. First semester, three hours of recitation and two of
laboratory; second semester, two hours of recitation and four of
laboratory.
Four credits.

Ma.

RUTENBER.

S, 6. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. First
semester, three hours of recitation and two of laboratory; second
stmester, two hours of recitation and fou r of laboratory.

Prerequisite, a satisfactory course in high school chemistry.
Four credits.

Ma.

CooLIDGE.
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11, 12. Q uantitative Analysis. Lectures, problems and lab·
oratory work. Volumetric, gravimetric, and electrometric analysis.
Emphasis is placed upon the applications of chemical equilibrium to
analysis. Two class hours and four laboratory.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 1, 2 or 3, 4 or 5, 6.
Four credits.
MR. COOLIDGE•

.

14. Introduction to Physical Chem istry. A non-mathematical
brief course, especially for students of medicine and biology. Not
open to students majoring in chemistry or physics. Two class hours
and four laboratory.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 11 and Physics 1, 2; Physics 2 may be
taken parallel.
Four credits.
MR. RUTENBER.

16. E conomic Chemistry. The history of each of a number
of chemical industries is traced, and the industry and its products
are described. The following are some of the industries considered:
iron and steel, matches, photography, petroleum, synthetic plastics,
rayon. Three hours of lecture and recitation. Laboratory work illus·
trating industrial processes may be elected for an additional hour of
credit.
Prerequisite, one year of college chemistry, or with the consent
of the instructor, one semester.
Credit variable.
MR. RUTENBER.

31, 32. O rganic Ch emistry. An introduction to the general
theory of the compounds of carbon. The laboratory work includes
the qualitative analysis and preparation of typical organic compound$.
Two class hours and four laboratory.
Prerequisite or parallel, Chemistry 11.
Four credits.
MR. COOLIDGE.
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33, 34. Physical Chemistry. A systematic presentation of
modern chemical theory. Two class hours and fou r laboratory.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 11, 12, Physics 1, 2, and Mathematics
11, 12.
Four credits.
MR. RuTENBER.

37. Inorganic Preparations. The aim of thi s course is to
develop technique in the application of chemical principles to the
preparation of pure inorganic substances not encountered in the elementary course. One hour of class and six of laboratory.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 11, 12.
Four credits.

MR.

RUTENBER.

39. Valency. An elementary exposition of atomic structure
and its relation to chemical combination and chemical properties. Lectures and discussions.
Prerequisite, a year of chemistry, a year of physics, and two
years of mathematics.

MR.

RuTENBER.

40. Adva nced Quantitative Analysis. This course is arranged to meet the needs of the individual student, and the work done
may comprise technical and electro-analysis of water, gas, and organic
materials. Chiefly laboratory work.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 11, 12.

l.iR.

COOLIDGE.

51, 52. Advanced Physical Chemistry. Reading and discussion of texts on advanced physical chemistry and thermodynamics.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 33, 34.

M1t.
111

RuTENBER.

57. Advanced Organic Chemistry. A study of special topics
organic chemistry. Conferences and laboratory work.
Prerequisite, Chemistry 31, 32.

Ma.

COOLIDGE.

58, 59. Senior Research.

Open to qualified seniors.

Minor

ao
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research problems in organic, physical, inorganic, or analytical chemistry. Conferences and laboratory work.
Credit variable.
MR. COOLfDGE AND MR. RUTENDER.

ECONOMICS
PROFESSOR TITUS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR BLUM

It is the aim of the Department of Economics: (1) to familiarize
students with the origins, character, and operation of our economic
organization, and other economic organizations of the past and
present; (2) to investigate with students special fields and problems
in economics with a view of obtaining an understanding of economic
trends, forces, and principles, and their relation to the solution of
such problems; and (3) to develop in students the habit of approaching all industrial and economic activity from a social rather than a
private or individual point of view.
Such training definitely contemplates fitting the student for respou~ible citizenship and effective leadership in society, while giving
him a background for professional work in the fields of public service
and business.
Instructional methods used to obtain these objectives include recitations, discussions, lectures, seminars, oral and written reports, and
individualized instruction. These methods vary from course to course,
and from time to time.
Sophomores who completed Economics 11 and 12 during their
freshman year, and who wish to elect work in economics during the
sophomore year, will consult with either Mr. Titus or Mr. Blum.
11, 12. Modern Economic Society. A study of the origins.
character, and operation of modern economic society. Includes an
analysis of economic organizations of the past in England and the
United States; the outstanding characteristics of modem economic
society, such as free private enterprise, capitalism, machine industrY.
specialization, large business units, organization of labor, speculative
production, and credit; the operation of the price-profit system under
competition and monopoly as it affects the consumer, the wage-earner,
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and the capitalist. This course must be taken as a whole in order to
receive credit for either part.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing or consent of adviser.
MR. TITUS AND MR. BLUM.
31. Principles of Accounting. A study of the theory of
debits and credits, the organization and use of accounting records, the
construction and interpretation of financia l statements, and selected
special accounting problems. Two class periods and one (two-hour)
laboratory period.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
MR. BLUM.
32. Corporation Accounting and Finance. A study, in general, of the financial problems and policies of business corporations.
More specifically, such subjects as the following are studied: the
corporation in its relationship to other forms of business enterprise,
the formation and capitalization of corporations, promotion, underwriting, and the marketing of corporation securities, financial problems of current operation, the distribution of corporate income, expansion and consolidation of enterprises, receiverships and reorganization. Offered first semester 1933-34; thereafter, during second
semester.
Prerequisite, Economics 31.
MR. BLUM.
33. Money and Banking. A study of the theories and problems of money, credit, and prices; foreign exchange and international
1110netary relationships ; commercial banking and the Federal Reserve
System; and the stabilization of prices and business activity.
Prerequisite, Economics 11 and 12.

MR.

TITUS.

34. Public Finance. A study of the facts, theories, and problems of government financing in the United States. Special attention
is given to the problem of controlling the growth and character of
expenditures, the defects and reconstruction of tax and revenue systems, and the problem of controlling the size, character, and management of government debts.
Prerequisite, Economics 11 and 12.

Ma.

TITUS.
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41. Labor Problems. A study of the labor movement, labor
organizations, plant organizations, and labor legislation in the United
States. The first half of the course will deal with the history of
labor organizations, structure of the various types of organizations,
union policies, collective bargaining, employee representation, and
other group relationship~ independent 0£ trade unionism. The latter
part of the term will be devoted to protective leg islation and go•ernrnental mediation, investigation, and arbitration in labor disputes.
Prerequisite, Economics 11 and 12.

MR.

BLUM.

42. Theories and Problems of Social Reorganization. A
critical analysis of the attacks on the structure and operation of the
present economic system, and of the leading proposals for the cconoJlllC
reorganization of society. This course will be conducted as a semill.lf.
Prerequisite, Economics 11 and 12.

MR.

BLUM.

43, 44. Seminar. An advanced course for the study of special topics in economics. Topic for 1934-35: The economics of
business recovery. The better literature on the subject will be surveyed during the first semester. An intensive investigation of the
efforts of the Hoover and Roosevelt administrations to stimulate
recovery will constitute the work of the second semester. The work
of both semesters should be elected by those interested in the seminar·
However, under special circumstances, the seminar may be elected for
only one semester.
Prerequisite, senior standing and consent of the instructor.

MR. Tnus.
46. International Trade and Finance. A study of foreif;ll
trade and exchange, international payments and the trade probleu:s
arising therefrom, currency and banking in their international aspects,
reparations and inter-governmental debts.
Prerequisite, Economics 11 and 12.

MR.

BLUM.
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ENGLISH
PROFESSOR REEVES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR TIMBERLAKE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR COFFIN*

Aims. The Department of English offers and explains to all
entering students a standard of cultivated spoken and written English
that must be attained before graduation. Students who satisfy this
requirement may undertake special studies of single masters of English, or of a literary period.
The introductory course requires analysis and report upon diction and form of news items and feature stories in the New York
Times or H erald-Tribune. The interest thus aroused leads the student to select subjects for like treatment. Editorials are then studied
with reference to the news involved. Expository and argumentative
compositions must have an immediate origin to be accepted.
After this introduction to present use the historical development
of idiom, forms, and ideas is presented in the general survey of the
English language and literature, which, while an elective, gives a desirable background for more special st~dy. In the choice of electives
the student will be guided by the members of the department in selecting from a wide range of subjects those best fitted to his needs and
purposes.

1, 2. Written and Oral Exercises, in which deficiencies are
aplained and overcome. Narration, description, exposition, and argument are studied in turn throughout the year. Class debates afford
opportunity for speaking.
MR. REEVES, MR. TIMBERLAKE, AND MR. COFFIN.

11, 12. English Literature.

A survey course, supplemented

by themes.
MR. REEVES, MR. TIMBERLAKE, AND MR. COFFIN.

33, 34. Anglo-Saxon and the History of the English Language. The historical basis of Engt'sh idiom in the reading and
Philological study of Anglo-Saxon literature, and the standards of

-

'In Europe, 1938-34, on the Columbia Univenity Travel~ Fellowabip ID

E~elilb.
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modern English, are explained. Requisite for students desiring a
certificate of capacity to teach English.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
MR. REEVES.

35. Chaucer, the Italian Background. Select texts in Dante,
Petrarch, and Marsiglio of Padua.
Offered 1934-35.
MR. REEVES.

36. Chaucer, Langland, and Wycliff.
studies.
Prerequisite, junior standing.

Fourteenth

centurY

MR. REEVES.

37. Elizabethan Drama. A survey of the drama from 1580
to 1642, with Neilson's Chief Eli::abctha11 Dramatists as the chief texl
Introductory to Shakespeare.
Offered 1934-35 and alternate years.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
MR. TIMBERLAKE.
38. Shakespeare. Offered in 1933-34 and alternate years.
Prerequisite, junior standing or consent of instructor.
MR. TIMBERLAKE.

39. Milton.
Given in 1933-34 and alternate years.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
MR. TIMBERLAKE.

40. The Contemporary English Novel.
Offered 1935-36 and alternate years.
MR. COFFIN.

41. Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama. A study
of the plays and historical background of the English stage from the
reopening of the theatres.
Offered 1934-35 and alternate years.
MR. COFFIN.

42. Spenser and the Later English Renaissance.
mended for those electing English 39, Milton.
Offered 1935-36 and alternate years.
MR. COFFIN.

Recoi::-
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43. The Age of Pope and Dr. Johnson. A study of the
dominant currents of thought and the prevailing forms of art in
eighteenth century English literature. This course provides a back·
ground for English 44, The Romantic Poets.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Given only if requested.
MR. COFFIN.

44. The Romantic Poets. Coleridge, Wordsworth, Byron,
Shelley, and Keats.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Offered 1934-35 and alternate years.
MR. COFFIN.

54. Tennyson and Browning. Complete texts of each poet
are required, and their contrasting arts explained.
Prerequisite, senior standing.
MR. REEVES.

45. Development of the English Novel.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Given 1933-34.
MR. REEVES.

46. Representative European Dramas. Certain notable plays
by leading dramatists from Aeschylus to the present day are studied.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Given 1933-34 and alternate years.
MR. TIMBERLAKE.

47. The Contemporary Drama.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Offered 1934-35.
MR. REEVES.

48. Advanced Composition. Short story or essay writing,
according to choice, with a study of models. Students who have successfully passed this course may repeat it with full credit.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing and consent of the instructor.

MR.

TIMBERLAKE AND

MR.

COFFIN.

49. The Forum. An opportunity for informal discussion and
debate of subjects of present interest, limited to topics having a definite origin.
MR. REEVES.
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GEOLOGY
PROFESSOR LORD

11. Physical Geology. A study of the earth's surface and
the forces that cause changes thereon; and of the structure of the
earth's crust; and of the more important rocks and minerals of which
it is composed. Lectures and recitations. One field trip or laboratory
exercise on maps or specimens weekly.
12. Historical and Economic Geology. A study of the evolution of the earth's crust, including the sequence of periods as indicated by sediments and fossils. Special emphasis is given to the
origin and mode of occurrence of economic mineral deposits and
their political and commercial significance. Lectures and recitations.
A field trip or laboratory exercise on geologic folios weekly.
Prerequisite, Geology 11.
31. Economic Geology Seminar. The formation, accumulation, and occurrence of the principal useful minerals and ores, their
recovery for the use of man, and the available world reserves that arc
known, are discussed, with extended written reports.
33, 34. Field Geology. Field work on the format'ons of
Knox County and adjacent counties. Class limited to four. Credit
based on actual time in the field.

GERMAN
PROFESSOR WEST

The primary object of the courses in German is to give students an
accurate reading knowledge of the language. At the end of two
years' work a good student should be prepared to pass the attainment
test for such reading knowledge or to meet the requirements in language of the best post-graduate schools. In addition, sufficient practice in conversation is given to train the ear and to enable the student
to express himself in simple German. The more advanced courses art
intended to acquaint the student with some of the great works of
German literature.
1, 2. Elementary German. Pronunciation, essentials of gram·
mar with constant drill in forms, simple prose composition, and practice in speaking German; easy German prose and poetry selccttd
from modern authors.
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3, 4. Nineteenth Century Prose and Poetry. Review of
grammar and further study of syntax, more advanced prose composition, and practice in speaking German; reading of modern German
selected from standard authors.
Prerequisite, German 1, 2.
11, 12. Studies in Eighteenth Century Literature. The life
and works of one or more of the great writers of the century are
studied with such consideration of their times and contemporaries as
may be practicable.
Prerequisite, German 1-4.
13, 14. Studies in Nineteenth Century Literature.
Subject treated as in 11, 12.
Prerequisite, German 1-4.
15, 16. History of German Literature. A study of the development of German literature, and the reading of selections from
representative authors from the most important periods.
Prerequisite, German 1-4.
17, 18. Scientific German. Material taken from the various
sciences. The object of the course is to give students a practical
reading knowledge of technical German.
Prerequisite, German 1-4.
Courses 1-4 are give!\ each year. Of courses 11-18 such courses
will be given as may be elected by a sufficient number to form a class.

GREEK
PROFESSOR RADFORD

The courses given in this department are intended to introduce
the student to a knowledge of the language, literature, and civilization
of one of the most cultivated peoples of antiquity. Courses in the
Greek language have as their aim a mastery of Greek vocabulary and
idiom leading to the appreciation and enjoyment of some of the masterpieces of Greek literature in the original, with attention also to the
Greek element in English. The study of classical Greek affords to
intending theological students an excellent introduction to the reading

as
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later of the Greek New Testament. Courses in the Greek epic and
the Greek drama that do not involve a study of the language are also
offered in English versions with a view to enabling the student to
appreciate in a comprehensive way the influence of Greek thought and
culture upon the best in modern literature. An introductory course
is given in the history of both Greek and modern architecture, painting,
and sculpture for the purpose of providing for liberal arts students
some knowledge and appreciation of different forms of art.
1, 2. Grammar; Greek Reader.
11, 12. Greek Reader; Anabasis; Iliad, 3000 Lines.
composition.

Prose

31. Plato, Apology, or Selections from Herodotus and
T hucydides. Prose composition.
Prerequisite, Greek 11, 12.
32. E uripides, Alcestis, and Medea.
Greeks.

Private life of the

33. Odyssey, Selections. History of Greek literature (prose).
34. Sophocles, Antigone or Oedipus Tyrannus, Aeschylus,
P rometheus or Septem. History of Greek literature (poetry).
35. Aristophanes, Clouds or Frogs; Menander. The Greek
drama and theatre. Qualified students may in any year choose either
Greek 35 or Greek 36.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
36. Selections from the Lyric Poets or L ucian. Greek music
metres.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
37. Greek Drama in English.
quired.

No knowledge of Greek re-

38. Homer in English. The entire Iliad and Odyssey, with
lectures on Homeric life and the Homeric question. No knowledge
of Greek required.
41. History of Art.
sculpture.

The minor arts, painting, and modern

Prerequisite, junior standing.
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42. Histo ry of Art. Architecture and ancient sculpture
Second semester.
Prerequisite, junior standing.

HISTORY
The Department of History aims primarily to keep alive or tc
stimulate an enjoyment of history, but it attempts to make that in·
terest in the past a discriminating one-by encouraging: ( 1) a detached and judicious attitude toward sources of historical information,
(2) a sympathetic understanding of past times according to the
standards of those times, and (3) an evaluation of historic institutions
and movements in the light of their injurious or beneficial effects
upon posterity. In addition to its cultural worth, such an historical
approach to the solution of modern problems is of great value to
those intending to take up such professions as the ministry, teaching,
the law, journalism, politics, or the foreign service.
Students beginning to shape their work toward meeting the requirements of the general examination in the major field should take
courses 1 to 4 in European history and a year course each in English
and American history, unless offering American history as the major
subject, in which case one course each in European and English history
will be sufficient. Additional work in history and study of such collateral subjects as political science, economics, philosophy, and literature will facilitate a well-rounded preparation, for which a good
reading knowledge of French or German is desirable if not absolutely
essential.

Europea11 and English History
PROFESSOR CAHALL
PROFESSOR

GouLD

AssrsTANT PROFESSOR McGowAN

1, 2. Mediaeval and Modem European History. A survey
course of Wes tern Europe from the beginning of the Christian Era
to the antecedents of the French Revolution. Among other subjects,
it treats of the rise of the papacy, the character of the mediaeval
Church, and the origins in the 16th and 17th centuries of the present
religious situation; it deals with the feudal system and its eclipse by
the national state, and equally with those elements of mediaeval,
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Renaissance, and 18th century civilization, which have influenced the
present or are strikingly different.
Open to freshmen, sophomores, and juniors.

MR.

CAHALL.

11, 12. Europe Since 1789. A continuation course to History 2, which deals in the first semester with the causes, events, personalities, and influence of the French Revolution, the wars of Napoleon, and the reaction which followed his defeat ; it stresses the subsequent constitutionalist and nationalist movements until their defeat in
1849. In the second semester it follows their triumph in the unification of Italy and of Germany, and studies the lines of European
development which led to the Great War. The course emphasizes the
chief features of the reconstruction such as the League of Nations,
Soviet Russia, Fascist Italy, and contemporary Germany. Given each
year.

MR.

CAHALL.

33, 34. English History. A course in general English history, but conducted so that each student may select one or more
aspects of the subject for intensive reading. Though a textbook is
used, much of the work is done by the seminar method of instruction.
This enables pre-law students to follow the constitutional growth,
students of literature to emphasize social and literary history, theologians to study the Church, and prospective business men to work out
economic development.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
MR. GOULD.

35, 36. Intellectual History of Europe. An historical review of the intellectual class and of its achievements in thought and
opinion, invention, experiment, and scholarship from remote times to
the present. The course deals with the greatest representatives of this
class in each period, and notes their spiritual ancestry, development.
attainments, and influence over their own and later generations, and
it stresses particularly the co11temporary achievements of this class
in fields unknown or obscure to the ancients.
Offered 1934-35.

MR.

CAHALL.

37, 38. The Age of the Renaissance. This course deals ..,itb
the religious, intellectual, artistic, social, and political aspects of tht
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fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. It points out the rise
of various modern forces such as individualism and nationalism. The
lectures are supplemented by special studies from the literature of the
times.
Offered 1935-36.
MR. CAHALL.

40. Origins of the World War. This is an advanced course
designed for those majoring in history and political science. It is an
intensive study of the origins of the World War and the peace treaties
which followed. Recommended for men intending to take Political
Science 5-6. Whenever possible the course will be run as a semi11ar.
Offered in 1933-34.
MR. McGowAN.

American History
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR McGOWAN

51. The United States, 1750-1837. A survey of political and
constitutional development from the French and Indian War to the
retirement from the presidency of Andrew Jackson. Reports on
library assignments and the writing of papers and opinions together
with the study of original documents are prominent in the work.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
PRESIDENT PEIRCE AND MR. McGowAN.

52. The United States, 1837-1881. A continuation of course
51 to the end of the administration of Rutherford B. Hayes.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
PRESIDENT PEmcE AND MR. McGowAN.

53. The United States, 1881-1933. A study of social, economic, and political problems in recent times. Such topics as imJ>erialism, social legislation, immigration, political reform, World War,
and various post-war problems are reviewed.
Prerequisite, junior standing.

MR.

McGowAN.

54. Exploration and Colonial Development, 1492-1750.

This
course is a study of the period of early explorations and discoveries
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in America. Emphasis is laid on. the European background, the
Spanish and French settlements, as well as upon the development of
the English colonies.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
MR. McGowAN.
57. Westward Movement, 1763-1890. The history of the
westward expansion of the United States showing the influence of the
frontier on our national development. The course is conducted as an
advanced reading and discussion group limited to six members and
meets once a week for two hours. Weekly conferences are held with
each member for additional discussion. Given upon sufficent demand.
Prerequisite, History 51, 52.
MR. McGowAN.
58. American History Seminar. This course is offered to
help prepare students majoring in history for their comprehensive
examinations. The aim is to correlate the work done, not only in
history, but in other departments as well. The student may work oo
individual projects under the direction of the instructor.
Prerequisite, senior standing.
MR. McGowAN.

HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DIRECTOR KUTLER

DR.

JOHN

R.

CLAYPOOL

The purpose of this Department is to care for and promote the
general health and physical welfare of the students, and to inculcate
the formation of habits of rational exercise and healthy living which
will be continued during life.
Each student is required to present a medical and physical exa.'llination upon entrance. At the beginning of each year the enteril:g
student is given a thorough physical examination to corroborate the
physical entrance examination and to determine general conditio:l.
physical efficiency, and individual needs. If disabilities are indicated.
monthly examinations are given, and special corrective work is arranged
in place of the regular courses.
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PHYSICAL EXERCISE REQUIREMENT

Regular physical exercise is required of all freshmen, three hours
a week, during the prescribed period tmless because of physical disability an equivalent is granted.
The men who are physically fit are urged to join one of the organized freshmen athletic groups. All others are required to attend one
of the regularly scheduled exercise groups for individual instruction
in the different events included in the program.
PROGRAM

Outdoor activities: track and field athletics, touch football, handball, speed-ball, playground ball, baseball, tennis, golf, and group
games as long as the weather permits.
Indoor activities : calisthenics, corrective exercises, boxing, handball, volley ball, basketball, and wrestling.
ATHLETIC TEAMS

Teams for intercollegiate competition in football, baseball, basket·
ball, track and field athletics, tennis, and golf, are formed each year.
Students are given credit on the physical education requirement for
participation in athletics during the respective team seasons.
INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS

Great stress is placed on the organization and instruction of intramural teams in basketball, baseball, track and field athletics, tennis,
golf, boxing, volley ball, speed ball, touch football, handball, and swimming.

LATIN
PROFESSOR MANNING

Courses in Latin are offered for all degrees of attainment, beginning with an elementary course demanding no previous knowledge of
the language and extending to advanced courses designed to give
first-hand acquaintance with some of the more famous authors of
Latin literature.
1, 2. Elementary L atin.

Grammar.

Caesar.

S, 6. Cicero, Virgil.
Prerequisite, Latin 1, 2 or two entrance units in Latin.
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9. Livy. Review of grammar.
Prerequisite, Latin 1-6 or four entrance units in Latin.
10. Terrence, Ovid.
Prerequisite, Latin 9.

Grammar.

Prose composition.

11. Pliny the Younger. Reading at sight.
Prerequisite, Latin 9 and 10.
12. Horace. Selections from the Odes, Sat'res and Epistles.
Study of the poet's life and times.
Prerequisite, Latin 11.
31. Tacitus. Selections from the Histories o r Annals. Reading at sight. Study of the first century of the Empire.
Prerequisite, Latin 9-12, and junior standing.
32. Juvenal and Martial. Study of Roman private life.
Prerequisite, Latin 9-12, and junior standing.
33. Plautus and Terence. Reading at sight.
history of the Roman Drama.
Prerequisite, Latin 9-12, and junior standing.

Study of the

34. Cicero, Letters. Study of the author's life and times.
Alternate years.
Prerequisite, Latin 9-12, and junior standing.
MATHEMATICS
PROFESSOR ALLEN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR BUMER

This Department aims to provide training in exact thinking and
expression as well as acquaintance with some of the mathematical
ideas at the foundation of modern science.
For men interested in advanced mathematics or science it aims to
provide desirable mathematical tools and technique.
It offers to those wishing to use mathematics in business or Cllbineering, desirable fundamental courses in applied mathematics.
1, 2. Elementary Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, and
Calculus. This course emphasizes ideas rather than technique.
3, 4. College Algebra and Analytic Geometry. This cour<e
is for men having adequate preparation who wish to do work in scimct
or advanced mathematics.
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S, 6. Elementary Trigonometry. Offered for those electing
courses 3 and 4 who have not had plane trigonometry.
One credit.

11, 12. Calculus.
Five credits.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 4.
21, 22. Advanced Calculus and Differential Equations.
23, 24. Mathematics of Investment.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 1, 2 or 3, 4, 5, 6.
16. Descriptive Astronomy.
Offered 1934-35, and alternate years.

17, 18. Plane Surveying. Field work.
Given 1933-34, and alternate years.
19, 20. Descriptive Geometry and Mechanical Drawing.
Offered 1934-35, and alternate years.
36. Mathematics of Statistics.
Given 1933-34.
The following courses have been given and may be repeated on
demand:
13, 14. Advanced Geometry. The method of attack is that
of the high school course in plane geometry.
25, 26. History of Mathematics.
reading.

Lectures and collateral

27, 28. Vector Analysis.
33. Projective Geometry.
34. Advanced Differential Equations.
37, 38. Point Sets.
39, 40. Probabilities and Finite Differences.
41, 42. Modern Algebra.
43, 44. Theory of Functions.

A wide field of reading courses is available for interested students.
Such courses should prepare the student for graduate study in mathetnatics.
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PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
PRO~ESSOR RIGG

A. Philosophy
To every thoughtful man come questions as to the ultimate n~ture
of the universe. Where did we come from? Where arc we going?
What purposes are being achieved? The Department 0£ Philosophy
endeavors to guide the student in his own thinking and to acquaint
him with the views of great thinkers. Work in philosophy is recommended as a foundation for theology. The course in logic should
prove valuable to those preparing for law or for scientific research.
11. Intrdduction to Philosophy. Among the topics treated
are those concerned with the criteria of truth, the ultimate nature of
the world, the problem of mind and body, and the value and destiny
of the individual.
0 ffered 1934-1935.
12. Ethics. A consideration of various theories as to why
an act may be called good or bad, and of the application of these
theories to personal and social problems.
Offered 1934-1935.
13. History of Ancient and Mediaeval Philosophy. In Greek
philosophy the principal consideration is given to the systems of Plato
and Aristotle. Attention is also given to the mysticism of Philo and
Plotinus, the thought of the early Christian Church, and to the development and decline of mediaeval Scholasticism.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
14. History of Modern Philosophy. Among the writer:;
studied are Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, ~t.
Hegel, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche. The course concludes with a surrey
of contemporary philosophy.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
15. Logic. Both deductive and inductive logic are studied.
Considerable practice is given in the detection of fallacious arl?'UIDent,;,
and in the analysis of the method of scientific research. An introduction to symbolic logic is included.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
Offered 1935-1936.
16. Aesthetics. A survey of various theories as to ""~:
constitutes beauty in literature, music, and the arts of spatial forn
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Attention will be given to recent psychological research in these
problems.
Prerequisite, sophomore standing.
Offered 1935-1936.
31, 32. Seminar in Philosophy. In this course an opportunity is presented to advanced students to specialize along lines of
their particular interests. Students should consult the instructor before
enrolling.

B. Psychology
The Department of Psychology aims to place before the student
a resume of the best research with regard to human reactions, so that
he may better understand both himsel £ and his associates, and so that he
may be able to distinguish scientific fact from popular quackery. The
lawyer, the journalist, and the clergyman all need to be familiar with
the problem of personality adjustment. Business men can obtain from
psychology guidance in advertising and in the selection of personnel.
The department offers to medical students introductory material in
the fields of neurology and mental abnormality, and to prospective
teachers a basis for professional studies in education.
11. General Psychology.

The course is divided into three

parts : neurology, instincts and emotions, and capacities. During the

latter portion of the course one class meeting each week is dropped
and is replaced with two hours of laboratory. A survey is made of
the various method~ of measuring intelligence, mechanical ability,
character traits, and interests. Students intending to teach should take
this course as early as possible.
12. General Psychology. The work of the second semester
includes material on sense perception, memory, and abnormal mental
states. There are two class sessions and two hours of laboratory each
week. Students intending to teach should take this course as early as
possible.
31. Social P sychology. A study of psychological principles
as they affect group Ii fe. Among the topics treated are human
drives, the analysis of personality, and various phenomena of groups
or crowds. This course is recommended as a foundation for work in
sociology.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1935-1936.
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33, 34. Experimental Psychology. An advanced laboratory
course. The student may select any suitable problem in which he is
interested. He should consult the instructor before enrolling.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
35. Educational Psychology. This course is primarily a
study of how children learn. It will include a consideration of native
differences, proper methods of study, the transfer of training, and the
measurement of achievement by means of objective tests. Some attention will also be given to behavior problems.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1935-1936.
36. Mental Measurements. An advanced course dealing with
U1e objective measurement of human traits and abilities. The course
will have special reference to vocational guidance and the selection of
employees.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1934-1935.
37. Psychology of Business. A study of the application of
psychology to the problems of advertising and industrial efficiency.
The latter topic includes such subdivisions as the training of employees,
motion studies, fatigue, monotony, accidents, and morale. (The
scientific selection of employees is a part of course No. 36).
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1934-1935.
38. Psychology of Law. A survey of 'nvestigations dealing
with the reliability of testimony, the detection of lying, and the nature
of the criminal mind.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1935-1936.
39. Abnormal Psychology. The course involves a study of
such phenomena as dreams, hypnosis, abnormal fears, repressions, and
such forms of mental disease as are usually regarded as functional
rather than as organic. Consideration will be given to the thcr•·
peutic methods of Freud and others.
Prerequisite, Psychology 11, 12.
Offered 1934-1935.
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PHYSICS
PROFESSOR JonNSON
ASSISTANT PROJ•ESSOR COTTRELL

The introductory courses offered in the Department of Physics
are designed to meet the needs of those seeking the broad, basic knowledge of physical phenomena desirable in every cultured man and essential to the pursuit of any scientific or technical work, including
medicine.
Some of the more advanced courses further these same cultural
aims, while others are definitely preliminary to graduate work in
physics, to engineering, industrial laboratory work, and the teaching
of the physical sciences.
Courses 1, 2, 21, 22, 27, and 28 are given almost every year. Other
courses are given according to the needs and desires of the students
in the department.
1, 2. General Physics. A course in college physics, entering
into the mathematical theory of physical phenomena and experiment.
The accompanying laboratory work is purely quantitative. Three
class periods a week, including lecture demonstrations, reviews and
quizzes, and at least thirty-five hours of laboratory work each
semester.
Prerequisite for medical, engineering, and other technical courses.
Credit, four hours.

Ma.

JOHNSON AND

MR.

COTTRELL.

3, 4. General Physical Measurements. Recommended as supplementary to physics 1, 2 for students planning to take up the study
of medicine. One three-hour laboratory period a week and occasional
classes. Both semesters required for credit.
Credit, two or three hours.

Ma.

COTTRELL.

11, 12. Experimental Mechamcs and P roperties of Matter .
Class and laboratory work in which various types of motion are
studied and determinations made of elastic constants, coefficient of
rileosity, surface tension, and the characteristics of fluid Row. Six
laboratory hours.

Ma.

JOHNSON AND MR. COTTRELL.

ISO
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13. Theory of Heat. An analytical study of heat sources,
heat transferences, methods of heat measurement, and the kinetic
theory of gases.
MR. JOHNSON.

14. Heat. A laboratory study of heat effects, changes in
volume, thermometry, calorimetry, transfer of heat-energy, the mechanical equivalent of heat, etc. Six laboratory hours.
MR. JOHNSON.

15. Theory of Light. A s tudy of the underlying principles
of geometrical and physical optics.
MR. JOHNSON.

16. Wave Theory and Sound. The underlying principles of
wave motion and their application to modern sound producing and
receiving devices.
MR. JOHNSON.

17, 18. Electrical and Electromagnetic Measurements. Funda·
mental electrical units, measurements of resistance, current, electr<:>motive force, quantity, capacity, self and mutual-induction. Also
various electrical and magnetic phenomena are studied, including the
photo-electric and thermo-electric effects. One hour of class and four
of laboratory.
Ma. COTTRELL.
19, 20. Radio Communication. Electron tubes and radio circuits. One hour of class and four of laboratory.
Ma. COTTRELL.
21. Photometry. Light sources and their use in illuminatio:i..
Photometric tests of commercial lighting units, including gas lamps.
and direct and alternating current arc and incandescent lamps. Mostly
laboratory work.
Ma. JOHNSON.

22. Spectroscopy. A laboratory study of various type• of
spectra. Photographic investigation of the infra-red, visible, and a!tnviolet regions. Measurement of absorption and transmli.;ioo of
various media.
MR. JOHNSON.
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23, 24. Dynamo-Electric Machinery. Direct and alternating
current, in theory and practice. A pre-engineering course. Mostly
laboratory work.
Ma. JoHNSON.
25, 26. Alternating Current Theory.
MR. JOHNSON.

27. The Rise of Physical Science. A course of lectures on
the leading natural philosophers and physicists and their work down
to the seventeenth century. Supplemented with reports on collateral
reading.

MR.

JOHNSON.

28. Development of Modern Physics. From the beginning
of the seventeenth century down to the present time.

MR.

JOHNS!)N.

29, 30. Theoretical Mechanics.
analytical mechanics.

MR.

An elementary course in

JOHNSON.

31. Electron Theory. An advanced course on electrolytic
conduction, conduction of electricity through gases, radio-activity, and
the structure of the atom. Recent theories of the constitution of
matter. Lectures and reports on collateral reading.

MR.

COTTRELL.

32. Thermodynamics.

MR. JOHNSON.
33. Introduction to Mathematical Physics.

MR.

JOHNSON AND

MR.

Selected topics.

COTTRELL.

34. Advanced Physical Measurements. Class and laboratory
work on selected topics from the experimental point of view.

Ma.

COTTRELL.

35. Photography.
paratus and processes.

MR.

COTTRELL.

A laboratory study of photographic ap-
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR CADALL
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR McGOWAN

It is the aim of the Department of Political Science to arouse an
interest in public affairs, and so to encourage the formation of habits
of good citizenship. It offers no training in the technique of city
management, diplomacy, politics, or law; but it does offer the opportunity to acquire such a background and such methods of research as
to facilitate the later acquisition and enlightened use of special tech·
niques. In the opinion of the department it is this historical, philosophical, and analytical approach to the problems of the technocrat
that raises a craft to the status of a profession. This is the pracbc.11
value of the work given in the department.
Students intending to stand for the general examination in politic.11
science should select courses in the collateral fields of history, ea>nomics, and philosophy. They will find a reading familiarity with
French or German essential for their preparation.
1. American Government. A study of the national government and of sufficient political theory and constitutional law to understand it. Lectures, recitations, and reports on text work and collateral
reading.
Given each year.
MR.

McGowAN.

2. State and Municipal Government. A study of our state
governments with special attention to that of Ohio; likewise of the
various types of city government, and of the problems of city ad!nillistration. Lectures, recitations, and quizzes.
Given each year.
MR.

McGowAN.

3, 4. European Government and Politics. The course ai!ll!
to show the historical background of existing governments in Europe.
their underlying principles, and chief characteristics. Much attentioc
is given to contemporary problems and to the leaders attempting their
solution.
Offered 1934-35.
MR. CAHALL.

5. International Relations and Current History. An historical
survey of the chief internatonal problems which absorb the atte:rtio!l
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of statesmen today. The course deals with the sources of friction
between nations such as an extreme nationalism, the competition for
foreign markets, tariff wars, militarism and armaments, and diploma.tic
intrigue, and with the agencies for their control such as the League
of Nations, the Permanent Court, arms agreements, peace pacts, etc.
Given 1933-34.
MR. CAHALL.

6. International Law. A study of the law of nations, of the
movements for peace, and of the effects of the Great War and of contemporary modifications upon international law. Text and case method.
Prerequisite, junior standing.
Offered 1933-34.
MR. CAHALL.

8. The Organization and Practices of Political Parties in the
United States. The course aims to familiarize students with the
working of the party system, with political idea.ls, and party practices.
It emphasizes the forces behind party politics and particularly the
strategy of the pre-nomination, convention, and campaign periods of a
presidential year.
Offered 1935-36.
MR. CAHALL.

12. American Constitutional Law. Designed primarily for
men majoring in American history or economics, or taking the pre-law
OOUrse. The text and case method is used in studying the major constitutional problems, and all the leading cases are analyzed by the
student. Training in briefing cases is stressed. Whenever feasible
the course will be run as a seminar and as much opportunity as possible will be given the individual to do such work as best fits his
needs.
Prerequisite, Political Science 1, except by special permission.
Offered 1934-35.

Ma. McGowAN.
RELIGION AND THE BIBLE
Tm REv.

ORVILLE ERNEST WATSON,

A.M., D.D., of Bexley Hall

CHAPLAIN BAILEY

II. A study of the books of the Old Testament in the light of
modem critical research. Recommended to postulants for holy orders
iS an aid in fulfilling candidate requirements.

Ma.

BAILEY.

l\ltNYON ('(ll,J,EOE

12. New Tutamcnt. Survey of New Testament.
pcaa
atudy of the Go11icls and 1)t1011tlc problem. I.He nd 11
of t Pa
studied through his Epistles.
MR. BAii \',
31. The Life of Jc1u11 Chrlat. 'rhc aim of the cour c
present lhe character and ldcah or J llJ in their hi tonc::il
and to realize how hi9 life nnd hb awironmrnt reacted
other. A text book is used in connection \\1th the Gospel
arc assigned for di ussion and \\ rittcn \\Otk.
Pracqubitc, junior standmg.

MR.

1•

WATSON.

32. The T.lfc of St. Paul. A 1imilar purpo c and method a~
pursued in following the development of Christianity from J
to Rome. The career of St. Paul i5 now the Ctlltral matter of
in its historic::il rclatiotuhips and perspective. The ActJ and L PG; 1
kttcrs arc used with the text-book.
Prerequisite, junior atandmg.

Ma.

WATSON.

ROMANCE LAtoGUAGE..5
Paon:s
L.u\\ iu. •
PRon:.sJOR W&ST
Plu>nsSOI MAli:flNG
ASSISTA

rr PaoFl.SSOR

ASHFORD

The Department of Romance 1..anguago prCl\idrs m::uc~
French, Spanish. and ltah:an. It has t\\-O purposes: En
students fOT the attaimr.mt t<"Sts in Romance~;
to mtcrprct the lstcnturcs and avihutlOrlS of Fn:xe, lt.1ly.

In addition to the courso enumerated l:Jclow, tl:c _.__ ..,,_~
arra e reading courses in spcaal t()tlia for propttly
vanccd studcnu of Romance languages.

Dl~ P,\H ' l',\IE :<:'l'S

<W

1:-l!'il'lltJ<"l'IOS

f'rNl(/1

Stutknts who enter college with pre\•iou~ training in Frmch \\all
lake a placement tat In that language nnd "'ill he rcgistcrtd fn
Frmch 3 or French 11 nccording to their rating.

I, 2. Elementary T•'unch. Grnmmnr, <"omposition, rudmg,
a.id special training in pronuncintion. This course b plarmtd for
lll:dcnts who begin French In college and may not be taken for credit
11,- students who present French as an entrance requirement.

Ma.

WEST.

3, 4. Intermediate French. Grammar review, compos1t1on,
t'ansbtion from modem authors. Srttinl attention given to pn:icnma;tion. For freshmen who enter college ll<ith less than two years of
leallldary-school French or "ho do not make n satisfactory gradt m
French pbccmcnt test, and for other students "ho hne pa sect
Frmcb I and 2 with a grade below 2.

MR. AsuFORD.
11. 12. Advanced French.

Rapid reading of modern French

~and of modem literary, historical, and scientific prose. Open
to freshmen who enter college with tll.O or more )eats of sccoodary•
~ French ;md who make a satisfactory grade in the Fra:d1

sbccnent test, and

to other students '1-ho ha"rc passed French I and 2
ll.ho ha' c passed French 3 and 4.
l.b. L.uwILI. AND :Ma. ASHFORD.

~ a grade of Z or above. or

IS. French Phonetics.

A systematic study of French pro-

~ by the phonetic method. Use of phonogTapb

Fr

rc:conU.

l:m!tcd to ten members. Open to stadmU v•ho hne pa...~
11 and 12 with a grade of 2 or Frmch 3 and 4 111.1!h a gra

I~.

Ofi'a d 1934-.35 and alternate years.

lil.. ASHFORD.
1!.. French Composition a.nd Convcnation. Cla• I m tcd
Operi to students who have passed French IS and to
s '"1:h the consdJt of the instructM.

0 4 cred 1934..J.5 and alternate years..

M www..

ll6

KENYON COT.I,VGR

31, 32. Survey Course of French r.ltcrature. I
lateral reading, and reports, Open to studcnU l\ho have
I I anrl 12 and, with the consent of the irutruct r, t
pas~ed French 3 and 4 with a gnule of 2 or nbo'
OITcrerl 1935·36 and alternate years.

Ma.

LARWll.L.

33, 34. French Literature of the Sixteenth and b'l~ie:i
Ccnturic1. A rapirl survey of the htcraturc of t c
tury; a more intensive sturly of the writers of the &Cl'CJIU~
I ccturcs, rcarlings, and rcparts. Open to student.I "'
French 11 and 12 and to others with the constnt of the
Offered 1934-35 anrl alternate y~rs.

l.fR.

f.ARWILL.

35, 36. French Literature of the Nineteenth
Centurie . Lectures, reading!!, and reports
Prerequisite, French 11, 12 or consent of instruetor
Offered 19.34-35 and alternate years.
MR. LARWILL.

37, 38. Mediaeval French Literature and C
study of the origins of the French language and blcrl
portant literary genrrs, especially the epic and the
and of French society and institutions io the nu
French classics will be read in modem French tra:
advanced students of French with the ccnscnt of the
ducted as a seminar meeting once a week.
Offered 1933-34 and alternate years.
11a. AsnroIW.
39, 40. French Literature of the Eighteenth
study of the works of • [ontcsquicu. Voltaire. R
and of the literary movements and mam currc=r.U f
literature of the eighteenth century. Open to ~
French 1th the consent of the mstruetor.
meeting once a week.

Offered 19l3-34 and altcmat ycan.
b~ Asnromi.

Dl

l'AllT~ll

NI

(Jf1

IN

rn

7

(:'J'l(IS

Since the Sevente nth C nl

Com.posiuon and Con9'Cf"Uuon.

include a syst matie tud,r of S
and with u
l of the

of phonograph r

msuuctor.

c-ra~:D?~:m
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lcgc wll11 previous trnining In Italian. Offered at the ditereUOa of
department.
:AIR. I.At wn.1..
3, 4. Advanced Ttallan. A rai>id rcad111g courJC. Ru •
material will be c.hoscn to meet the needs lltld dcd~s of the
of the clan. Open to students who hnc had Italian 1
2 or '
hate studied Italian before rntcring colic~ Olkred at
or the dcpartmrnt.
~IL LARWILL.

L&CTUR&SHIPS

Tm1 Bm11.LL LttruusnlP
A fund or fi'"e thousand dollars rnablisbcd by B
Bcdcll provides for biennial lectures on the Evidencrs of 1a
RC\' led Rel ton. or the Rdatl011 of &1cncc to R

Tm: 1....-

'ILL LttTtlu:snIP

Thu fund of ten thou~nd dollau Is the gift of the htc J
Lar111-ill, of the Class of 1855. The income u an1la e for occas;:c.lectura or for courses of lectures on subjecu of K'~
The founder desired that at kast ~ third yar a kctare « a
of lectur
ptulosopfnc:al m tone, should be deliTttcd
cl
g'reat
'CCU : "What can I know l What
I:: I
what can I hc!pc ?"
At the cfucrction of the College faailtJ, lectures
foundation ma.7 be publi$hcd.

OllC1i\Nl7.

l'IO:-i

OHGANTZA1 ION ANO PROPI:RTY

In 1891 the corporate title ra~ cha cd to 'Ken
" the nam by hich the mst1tut1on had alwa bectt
. The Bi hops of Ohio and Southern Ohio p
the Board of Tru tet'S m alternate years

fiO

KENY01'i COJ,J,lWE

which the College nnd vinagc arc situated ri
aboul
hundred feet above the v;illcy 0£ the Koko ing mer,
flows around it on three sides.

GROUNDS ANO

Hun nr!'GS

The original domain of the College included a
thousand acres, being a quarter township of the Umt
Military Reservation of 1795 in Cc11tral and Eastd11 ()tie.
0£ this domain the College still holds about three
and fifty acres, including several tracts of woodland 1k
Ohio Department of Forestry has recently undcrtaktn
vclop these forest lands as :m c..xhibit of modem rnc.thP GI
tree culture. !\Iinute surveys have been made and
tensive nur~ery has been established . Expert ':I~
is gi,·cn by the Department to all work that i d
College domain, and it is hoped that in the future the
lands can be used for dcmon,tration in conn
formal cour~es in forestry.
The College buildings comprise: the domttt
P.
Kenyon (1827), Hanna Hall (1902), and ~
(1923); A~cension Hall (1859, rebuilt I9Zi). the
and administration building; Samuel Mather Sci
(I 925), the laboratory building; Rosse Hall ( I 1
1899), the gymnasium and assembly ~! Pe~
<.~928), _the .commons building; the Alumni Ll tar)' <1
with which 1s connected the Stephens Stack R()('l!Il (
the Church of the Holy Spirit (1869), the clllflcl
Hall (1839). the theological cminary; Colburn JI
~le theological library; Cromwell Cottage (1913).
id:nt's house; Kokosing (1865), a stone mans
Bi hop Bedell, c:tanding in its own e.-<ten he park.
plant, a gift of the alumni in 192J; and nriOC!
buildings.

Oll<l NIZ \ l'IOS

Orn l

LEO

1

H> •

AD HALL

fll

•

KBNYON OOU&Oa

arranged in convenient 1uites, and the buildi• homes ccmf ortably a little over one hundred men. Darlc o11c ii _.
for the interior finish. The buildinr i1 the sift of a.it
Churchmen "u a tribute of love and deYotion to Willim
Andrew Leonard, Fourth Biahop of Ohio, ud in l"fftl'IM
memory of hia wife."
CoLL&OS

CaAra.

The Church of the Holy Spirit, the Collcp ~ . .
built in 1869, by the Church of the Aacemion, New Yort.
u a tribute to it• former rector, Bishop Bedell. It • 1
cnacHorm edifice of early English architecture and • 1111it
of freestone in counes, with drened qaoint and fmlp.
The mft and dwicel are ninety feet, the tJalllCptl 9fltl.1
feet, in lqth. lyY, transplanted from Mebwe AMIJ
amn the walla.
The interior of the cbun:b ia fiailhed ia nr
orpa it a lllllDOlial to Biahop M~ Md a ..........
tlWCltd "1 lbe Diocae of Ohio, 011•wm11Cllll • , _ . .
of g_,.. Calk!p, Bilhop pbilencler 0-.
la lbe clmda IDftl' are the Cc6p cladr _. a • t i
......... wllicla riap lbe W• "c 11r dlimm • tllt ...

... ..,.

... ..... Tbe ....... """8im
AlcalfllOW

~ . - . . ell*

HAU.

......,caUesi*,......,.....

A« 111111 II.a ii •
,.,. I ..., fnMoae, w lwiadltd _. dlirtr ,_ ... ..
.... ...... . . . ....... of ... Clmrcll of ... ,,..,.
... Hew Yadr, p10tided for kl.,..._.. Im . . . ..

.... .... ...... ..... w

It

I

I

. . _. .

*"••w, ... forllll'UJMillil\ . . tP ?PF
. . . . . . ,... . . . . of . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
1

_..., al1m.-,,

OllClANIZA l'ION

Jn 1927 the interior w entirely rebuilt in fireproof
truction. Steel beam nnd JOi t nnd concrete floors
~cd with m: tic make the 11tn1 turc soundproof. TI1c
trim used throughout the bmldmg wns \\cd from t~
ed original floor joi t , 1111d the r ultir color and
·n effect i handsome. The ndmini tmtion offlCCS arc
pro on the first floor of the south cr1tnu1c~ nnd coo•
t prh-atc ofi1c
arc 11ro\•ic1cd for 111 mbcr or the

'ty.
SAi.nmL MATm R

Scna:cn

HALL

The Samuel Mnthcr Science I !all, n girt or Mr. Henry
G. Dalton of Ocvcland, as a tribute to his senior partner,
occupied in September, 1926. Titc site i~ directly op~ ASllension Hall. The building, "hich i 0£ fireproof
a:t:tnv'fi on, cost with the equipment $350,0)'.).
.Nf!"· apat an expense of over $20,00J, has been providM
It ma-ease the facilities of the various departments.
The cxteriOT has been kept di tinctly Gothic in foclmg.
r~
ely thi type of architecture \~ ith long vertical ti[l(S
If
mullion lends itsclf readily to buildings rc:quiring
t (:la1 amount of light.
TI::e building contain large, \\ell lighted laboratories for
0

instruction, smaller pri\-atc laboratori

for research.

are rooms, all equipped "ith the most modem and
te apparatu . Gas, steam, dry vacuum, compressed
water, and alternating and direct currents arc
to all bboratorics as needed.
separate
For chcmi try Samuel Mather Hall hou
n:ones for general chcntic;uy. qualitati're and quantiana!ysic;. organic chemistry, and physical chtmistty.
laboratories arc prO\idcd for gcncral phys: ;
't:l!::!~os; light. heat, and sound; and electricity and mag·
Jn biology there are laboratories for gencr.ll bi·

·noo

ology; co111pnrntive nnatomy; nnd hi tology and an'hnnlni:ot"
There is nlso one lnrgc geology lnbomtory. All thrsc
oratori • nrc equipped with mm ually compldc appua:
1

I STRU.Mli :U
The ob crvatory, situated in the tO\\Cr of A
Hall, ha n fiv~nd·n-quartc:r inch tel ope and othrt
strumcnt . It is 111ni11tnincd by the income from the
Astronomic:il 1:und. The department of mathrtnatia
also well equipped with urvcying instruments and oossmo
computing machines for work in tati lies and insurance.
ASTRONOMICAL ANI> l\IATUI MATICAI.

LIBRARY AND STACK ROOM

Hubbard Hall, the fir t library butld1ng, was
January 1, 1910; but the fireproof stack room n:d
mass of the books. On the site of Hubbard Hall wu
the present Alumni Library at a co t of about ~;;v.-,iJl.1.J..
principal donors v;cre the alumni of the College and
David Z. Norton, who gave the reference room.
The Alumni Library is practically firqm:iof
struction. Glenmont sand tone in broken courses
trimmings of Ocvcland cut stone forms the cxtcnor
Within there arc working rooms for the hbrarims, a
odic.al room. a meeting hall for the faculty, and t.-;
room . Built :is a part of the library is the ~ •
Hall, a Gothic rcfcrcnoc room patterned after a.'1
college hall, with stone mullioned Tudor windov;_
leaded opalescent glass, and with a lofty coli c;a.,-,cd
richly carved beam and trusses.
The books arc houc:e<I in the Stc:phm
gift of the late Jan1cs P. Stephen , '59, of ~
It construction i strictly Ii reproof, and it is
from the rest of the library \\;th only a oonr.ectr::
The library of o~cr 35,00) books i open •'-.,....-""'"T'!
the day and evening. TI1c bool-s have bcci'I dJOSm

Oll GAN1 l.A1'10N

rpo of providing n working ltbmry for undcrgmduate
uda1ts. Addition ntc node by n hbrnry contmittcc of
the factalty on the rccomm nclntion of the C\crnl prof •
. The lihrnry i n dcpo itory or government doouncnt •
h1ch now number more th• 11 S0,000.
The periodical rending room recd\'

the leading Amer·

nn and Engli h magar.in • nnd ten or t\\chc French and
German f"C\·icws. The income of th Vnu •1111 Fund i11 de·
Tiited to the binding of peri(}(hcalll, ·1 her nrc 12,
ad·

ditionaJ \'ohun

in Colburn Hnll. the hbrnry of the Theo·
Seminary.
The income or the following endowment fund i dc"ed t the purchase or new book :
The Hoffman Fund, established b Frank E.. Richmond.
The Klock l•und, cstabluhcd by lrs. Klock m memory of
her hu~band, George F. Klock, 'i .
The hlrnine Fund. estabh•hed in memory of Chari ~ E.
ldminc. '85. by his sister, In. Rose ldmmc Par ons.
The James P. Stephen~ Fund, given by the late James P.
Stephen•, '59.

Pmaa: HALL
Peirce Hall, the collq:e common , i the joint gift or
H. Ginn, '90, of a~-cland. and Wilham • 'elson
cl! of .1'cw York. Incorporated voith it i the PhilChasc memorial tovocr. the gift or the Diocese or
. The building and tower cost about
. The
are of Ohio sand tone ith Indiana lim tone trimand the roof i of green Vermont late. All winarc metal of the English casement type. The entire
re i absolutely fireproof.
lb: cncral d1me11 ions of the butldmg arc t o hun·
and nine feet north and south by C\cnty fr.ct cast and
• On cntenng th to er one finds hnnsclf in a lofty
\"csttbulA three ton in height with a nbbcd ceiling
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IO~:>:YoS

< Of , f ,H<l~

of rnloroo Custa\'ino tile. The window of the lO'IH7
of stnincd gin executed hy Charles J. Connick of
in the m:11111cr of the windows in ::t1artrc Cathcdnal
rncdnllions ilh1~trative of the life of Bi hop Cl
Dim:t
oppoi:itc the c11trnnce n richly can·cd Tudor nrchway
to the main hall . Through thi archway th vi!:it r
loggia, a tcrrncc, nnd in the distance the bcautilul K.oL.1~;;.:

valley.
The north wing offers to student the facihh~
fine college club. On the main floor is a lounge, t
cight by forty feet, which open directly on the 1
the terrace. Thi handsome room, paneled in oak t
height of the doors, contains a large fireplace in carved
and a great bay commanding a view o,·er the r.illey.
billiard room with four tables, a card room. and a rtt~~
room occupy the second floor. The third Aoor
bedrooms with baths for guest .
The Great Hall or dining room is one hundnd
long. forty feet 'I\ idc, and forty-one feet high. ln
arc three great bay windows, two on the cast ~ide
on the west. The c bay windows arc finished to the
in Indian.'l limestone. Artistic stained glas~ ~
by Charles J. Connick, rq>rcscnt charactcrs in ~
American literature. Stone buttresses arise on
of thi room to the spring of the roof, and f
buttresses ~pring hammer-beam trusses tUch ~....,l"'t
roof. The "'-alls arc pancled in oak to the
second tory. Ample kitchens and service rooms ~
in a ~ing at the south end of the dming hall

Aoor level.
Owing to the natural lope of the land. the bas~:::
tory is above ground for more than half of •c; '"re.a.
attractive coffee ~hop for short orders and extr.a ~
t o private dining rooms arc found on

thi &ot.

OH(l,\NIZA'J'ION
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GYMNASIUM

Ro c l lall. the gymna i11111 n11<1 assembly room, i an
Ionic structure of sand tone nhout one hundred hy seventy·
fi\c feet. Built in 18.~I as the College chapel it was hurncd
in lb"97. Rccon. truction wa!I provided for by James P.
Stephens, Mr . Julia T. Bedell aml other donor , and pccially by The W1llia111 nn<I Mnry Simp on :Memorial Fund
given by ~Ir . Mary A. Simpson, of Sandu ky. To the
restoration was al o applic.'tl n l)C(]uCSt of five thousand dol·
brs from Senator John Sherman. The principal lt.'lll crvcs
as a gymnasium and asscmhly hall, and contains gymna tic
apparatus presented hy the alu11111i. Shower baths and dress·
ing rooms with all-steel lockers are !'-11pplicd in the basement, which also contain special room for the athletic
teams and n lecture room for the athletic director.
Benson Field, situated at the foot of the College Hill,
has an area of about ten acres. Baseball and football
grounds arc on the field, which is surrounded by a cinder
track of more than one-third of a mile, including a straightaway course of 220 yards. An additional practice field is in
process of development.
lmmcdiatcly south of Old Kenyon four tennis court
are laid out. The .Mt. Vernon Country Oub, fh·e miles
away, ha a rolling nine-hole golf course, available to students
n payment of a green!I fee.
Kenyon College is one of the original members of the
Ohio Athletic Conference.
.r\JRPORT

Cummi~s. '02, !~<!\\. York, a
~tng field was dcvclopcd in November. 1933. The ite
a half mile east of l~ College Park, and the field provides
o good runways and hangar accommodations. Port Ken~ is officially recognized by both State and Federal aeroburmus.

By gift of Wilbur L.
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ON& HUNDRED AND FIFTH COMMENCEMENT
Sunday, June II, 1933
q Stroitt-SCrmon by the Rr.v. J>a. Cu
Canon or Trinity Cathcdul,

tu

Bua

liwn

N,

lclc!And

Ordination to the l>laconate by the Dishop of Ohio
g Sttt.'ttt-IJacc.'\laurcale Scm 11 by the R.t:v. Wn.UAM J· :na
l...H.D,. DD,. LL.D., Pr~1dcnt of KcnJon Coll c

Pr.m

Mon day, June 19, 11133
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Cla Address
Batra: JloJTMAN
OCTCland Heights, Ohio

Rom:RT

DEGREES IN COURSE
Kfa ;J'QN COi.I.EGE

Bachelor of Arts

CAillL
Tnow.As Cu:n1 Guv, """' laudt

Etixu
JOB

llALCOLM HAIGnt

T \Vll.LtJU) LA
WD.UAM im.., JR.
:',; IU.IAM

s. Noa:

~'IU.IAM

H

RAJ

D.om Rm:ui:& TnORN

"""' la"44'

'

C'llfft

"1"44'

v

Bac.hcJor of Ph.Uosoph7
StAJn.ET Srons BA 1 c, ll! of class of 1931

J\l:to:Ym: < OIJ, EOE

7CI

I l&NlY 1101111,

Ja.

Rtt:llAIID l•u11r.111L K 1_,111T1NGD, '""'""' "'"'
Nonut llAl!\\000 O\\~

Ea

'F.!IT Nlllnt l>1L\\0Rt11, '""'
llAROU! LY 'N l>OUtAN

Rom:11t At..m::Rt a.·o

la11dt

Ttll

HAARl' Goaool'I Goasul 11
RICHAl!ll llUtl!INPll l ..U, u

l.r..w1s

lowlt

LANGOON
IERRll I. I.a llSAY,

ol class of 1932

HoWARn

FRANK
\VtU.IAM

IF.Al'llAM

J11.

lclt.\\AI •

JAMES \V11.t.1AM NEwCOM£;R,

rnagna "'"' lo..4#

C11A1u.r.s Snr.rARD l'Al!Xa

Wu LIAM JACOB Rr.UTTr.11
CnARLr.s MATntr.SON SMnn
CnARLt.S Ro
SA\T.LLt: Sn• !I. as

IV.t.Pn

of

clag of 1932

E11wAR11 STOCK

lb..vu Bun Wu.cox
Bachelor

of

Science

PA1.."L PAL a l:OOAR, iu of cbM of 1932
Ono llA'l'ES HAIDA
Jon1' Cu.JR Ho\\ARD, Ja.
l-'1tED Lf:.RO\ McNABB, c•111 laudt
F'RU>t:Rt('J; I Al'I'~ zu:
Mn.ro 1.£.w rs f ARTt:
Jlf

Elm AID Au:..u,

Jlf

Al.RID JAMF.5 P'EREI S, (11111 lalldt

CnESTD \VnrTTtD.O S nn
lh
HO\\ n W ~ntcn,

""'""°

t•m lawk

Honon at Graduation
t

Bn:

JAMES \VD.LIAM • 't COMfJI
M
~ How.u WE11:nKn

l
{

T

n
IWXl IS HALL
Cutllicato of Onaduation
IAM&.&Y

In ttA T P111u.1r1

Bachelor of T>1vlnlt7
MA_l:flH l.UTIU'.11 Jl&l5\\ Alf .F:ll,

An. (C1r1bagt)

CnAn:

Ho\\ ARD How
ttn G
c. TtrnMA5 tAKL£1·, '29 Pn.D.
Eawtlf W
Wn.a.1AM5, A II.
XttD CLAU WtLBON

v

Muter of Sacred Theolou
Cocnu r. lcMA"ru. ·u A n..

•1s DD.

1n a'sNtlUI

HONORARY DEGREES
Master of Civil Law
STCPn
IAntH Yo c. Ja.. 'll
Gin-eland H

ht.s

Doctor of Humane Letters
Te RE\". EoWAltD 0..0
Cu
Garnson. 'cw York
HARRY ALn:ED Pttns
Prinapal, The University School
~-cland

Doctor cf LaW'I
CLA Cu~
. ·u AB.

Ocvdand

T

Doctor of Sacred Theology
Ri:v WALT'f'.R F'.11 MA \\ nnxA , 'Ii BJ>.
•'a.shot.ah. W1
m
Doctor in Dirinity
TnE Rr:v. Cn TEii lk
E
Tnn:ty Cathmnl,
nd

BD.,

A.M.

Gmicin:::iatt
WALTO: F :u.a Tc it • '10 Pe B,. 'IS Ba.
SL Paut Orurch. Akron

Kl N' ON < Ol

111

l~PUE

TH& At,UMNI COU NCIL
OFFICERS
Honr:RT /\. , Wr..A\U, ' 12, /'rt1idrn1, Jocrro linam I Corp
1!.ast S6th Street, le' eland, Ohio.
A i..nEll G•AKCFJI, '87, Viu•l'rrsidtnl, 2824 0
tr
lngton. J), c.
II. K l>A\IFJI, '
Srtrtlaf)·Trtasurtr, 1107 llrumon
bu~.

Ohio.

Jon • II. Co \

"l!J, A11u1ant Stcrtt ry, 27 Hoffman Ave

bus, Ohio.

EXECUTIVE COMMl'M'EE
CAAL R. GANtt.R, '99, Clia1TJ1U1n, 475 l•1fth Ave.. •·Cl!' Y
STANut1· W. A l.UN, '09
TuoMAS J. GOtlO.u
WILBUR L. CUMMINCS, '02
L
DA. VAl:cRJf,
II K. DAnt.S,
R ::RT A. Wu.
•1.z, u
MEMBERS
A. At Large
I9JZ·19J5:

I9JJ.19J4:

I... 0
If, '06
Do!f C. Wm: roi;, '13

AUHt..'R

I JJ 1936:
T J Gooo , "OJ
I F. IAt..'J.Y, '04
B. E lected by the Council
19Jl·I934:
19JZ·l9J5:
Cn
C. Wit cur, "96
RAt.m C. Rr GWALT, '94
19JJ 1936·

J F
LttA

, '04

C. &lcctcd by Local Alumni As_c:caat=os
Ab-on:
SttPR lJ G
C""tflll Ohio:
H
T •
DA
w TI01 A. STAU.MAN, :12

-CJ

Al.UMNI COUS<'ll.

Ci

W14li alld J'idnil)•:
[ Rurus Sour11won11, '00
Ronar A. CLINI, '16
HA.UY L. GAYU, 'IS
TANUT

\V, ALl.l:N, '0?

011,.ou:
ALU:tt M n.1.1:11 II, '2J

Tlil&ul:

R. GAHTU, '99
WA1.n:a T. Cou.rNs, '03
Wea :. L.. CminuNGS, 'OZ
Tlr Fart1alld1:
G. MAUIN, "96
!L

Uc.,.

l:aui C11~:

Tiu: R.rv.
'17

]ANES

N ttti llnglalld:
Tn& R~·. Wn.t.tAM H.

l>.D., '87
No,.lhrnt Ohio:
Mon&RT /\. w~vu. '12
w. T. KJNPD~ 'll
D•. M. D. l>ocCLAu, '18
DEWART,

J\L\'A I. J:IAanv, '10
J. A'Tl.DI: ScnAru, '17

Thr Oltio
RAJ.I'll

Vollr~:
N1CROLSOI',

D.

'17

Pltiladtlpltio:

Joun F. Aumr, '21
Piltsbfi,.glt:

P.

DEWOLFE,

CLAlK JlAMMOND,

'OJ

St. l.c•is:

l:aa.r CtJUty:
LroN A. lluu.u, '28
JAllts A. NF.LSON, '98
Toltdo:
Tai Rrv. LEw1s J. BAU.EV, '21 R. Elll'JISON MESSINCD. Ja,.. '2-4
FREI> II. ZINN, '01
n, JlolumPig 1'ollt1:
(_ B. 5L"fn, 'I I
W011Wtgtcm, D. C.:
H All> B. Wucnr, ·oz
Tnr. R.t.v. J. J. Dn10N, '98
~,~:

lhnv S. Gm;c;, '81

Wul'"' Nrtr1 Yo,.•:
B&.-.: WOODB\.-aY, '04

Ji: I N\ llN <Ill l.J OI'

AI.UMNI ASSOCIATIONS

The General A1soclalion
l'rwidml
JA r. A. Nr: N, '
Gambier
Srtrrlor:r-Trrosurrr·
II Kuu;y J)A\"'I •
1107 llttm~ Build

The A oclatlon of Akron
l'rrsidml:
L. A VA\;GHN, '04, The Va Im lacl11ncry Co., ......,~~...' 1u l'rrsidrnl:
F. B1u.ow, '22. II A~h Street, A
Srtrrlor,· Trt'Q.lurrr:
RrcDAltD ll Lv AN, '26, 31 Wt'5t larl:ct ttu:t.

Anov

The Association

Jc

\\ w.JA:U B Ot.'t

N,

or Canton

Prrsidl'lll •
05, 1012 hnt •'at

I lb

Cn

\

Zou..

Rt o

Su,-, la TrrtU rrr·
H HAnn, '12, J41S 12th Street, ••

The As.sodation of Central Ohio
~AT

R
J

A

\
D

..

Al.UM!'\I AS OCIATIO:-\S

or

The Auoclat!on

Cincinnati and V1clnlt7

l'rt11dt11I.

Sr A

'09, 1>1x1c High"· y, C:lcnd:ilr. Oh
11 1rt /'rt11dt11I:
TnoMAI 0. Youutv, '98, <>20 ~cott A'cnu<', Co,·ington, Ky.
LC\' ALLtit,

0

Surttory a11d Trtasurtr:
Dt•cm:u. II. HoM:, 'Z7, i6l I roumc !itrttt, Wanton Platt,
Cmcmnat1, 01110

The Auoclat'on of Columbiana County
Prts dt11t:

T. Ca.u.o RvA~. '21, 807 Lincoln Ave., East Ll\'crpool
The As oclation of Knoll County
Pusid'1:1:

a.sos. '9S. Gambier
Vrrt-Ptts dnit •
RAY).tO. o D. CAllAU.,
Gambier
Srcrrlary Trtos 1 rr·
M. Ct.'"llTIS K1Nz.:n, '10, ML Vcm:m
]Allt.S

A

j

The Association of Lima

1'"1 dmt:
WAJ.Tn S Jt. t.:: s, 'OJ, Ll:na
St,rtlOT •TtNUll <r
Rav J. BANTA, '02., '41S Garfic!d A~
The Association of Mansfiai
Prts14 t·

J. Run:,

·zs. 174 \\at f"m• Stttt-.. 1t
Srcrr

W.H

r Rux,

·a. '4iJ

TrtvU rr
l;;air; L. TuOR £.. '26, IW \\est Scmod -:.tm. M

II

8'J

KBN'\"ON COi I.I GR

The Aasoclallon of the MahonlnJ V1llt7
l 1rt11dr111:

Groacr. E.

I·1&1tt11,

'06, 84Ci Mal nlng A\C, \'

Sttrrtnrr· T11'd111 rr:
Lt0:t11110

E. l'a1ct, 'ZS, ISS Upland Ave.. Y

The Auociation of Northern Ohio
l'rt.tidtnl:

] . An r.t Scn11rr.11, "17, 2J25 I

t

IOSth Stttt 0

1'1u 1'rr11drnl:
l\'1u..111M 1: Ci:otUT, Ja. '23, 1276 Ontario Strut, Ck:ttlm:I
The As oclation of the Ob'o Vallt)'
l'rr1idt• I:
ALBut C. W111T11i;:i:a, "88, Wh.takcr Iron Company,\\
Sttrttary a d Trtosarrr:
RALPh D. NtC:llOLSON, '17, 24 Dridgc Street. Whcd

\\
\.a.

The Association of Toledo
l'rr1 !Uni:
llru:RT J. l:.unn, '9S, 2411 Sc:ottYroOd Ave, T
Vrrr Prrsidml1:
EVA
I CHAS 'IJ, 828 i 'ichoW Bu:'
•T

JonN A. Drci.;u;so!t, 'IJ, IJ2J Prou:, Aft.. Tc>lel»
The Association of the Fircla:ids
Prt1ulrn1:

CAn F. Hoc.zAUnt., '16, IJ12 Co?mn
An., SriC::~
V1tt•Prts"1rn1:
Jome A Snl.'TTOlf, '87, • ·onQ
SctrrlDry·TrNUrt rr:

Tnt Rn. DoxAUJ Wo

LI.•

DDS,

'IJ, 622 Wa)1:

s•

The Association of Western New l'ctk
Pru'i4rnl:
~a: P. HAXOXK, '87, 602 Eric Co. Sa
Buffalo, ,·. Y.
1'1tt·Prtli4t"11I.
lcK1 , "94, 4S4 AI~ c

Tnt Ru. WIU.IAM R

RochcUu, N. Y.

.a.

ALU f%"J J\

..

OCIATIO!\"S

The A11oclatlon of New England
f>,.n1'drnl:
Tn1 RJ:v. Wn.1.1AM H. l)EwAn, D.U,' 7, Milton, luudnu

t

Viu·/',.csidr111:
C. ILuun 1:mot.Atta, '26, 195 Carlton Hoad. Waban, Ml!
clu
Sttrrtar1 and r,.rOJurrr:
lhnT Aarut.-. S11un:, '.31, Z8 IJowdoln St" Newton Hiahlancb, la

The AISOclatlon of lhe East

Prt1i4tnl:
ALFV.D K.

TAl"LOJI,

'06. 2J2 Last ISth Street. New \'ork

f'iu-Prrsldtnl:
Cl!.w.u C. )O'RDAN, '18. Cuy Bank Farmers Trust Co1 42od
Mad1S011 Ave., New York

at

S rtrrlary-Trros•rn:
Tm RD. LEsmt I... Rru:v, '07, 44.QJ Dougla~·
Douglaston, Long hla.nd. N. Y.

Par1cn7,

The Association of Phlladelphia

Prrsidr I:
l:untt"\\' J.". fAuRY, '04, Univcrsi y Oi.1>, I~ and Loa!!
Philadclphia

Viu-P,.tsidml:
Bt.-w Bo:mu., J1., "90. Phila&!p:
Surtla17 a:uJ TP'ta.sarn-:
Jc.a>: F. AJ:J:IJT, '21, ISlh and l..ocwt Stm.ts., ~
\Vw..IAJ&

The A.uodation of Washington. D. C.
Prrsi4nl:

kair C. WO.UAJ&:S, '8S. 2101 • 'c:w H~ An.. N W..
Wuh!ngbn, D. C.

in~.

Srtrttar1 arid Trt'>JS'flrn-:

J. J. Du.co,:, DD.. '98, IS.Zi P.itk Roa~ Wu .__

D C.

KENYON COLLEOB

The A11oclatlon of Pitt1bur1h
Prt1idr111:
). ) . McAooo, '96, Gabel J\pts., 4800 l lln,'Ofth A
1'1ttsb11rgh, Pa.
l'irr-l'rrsidmt artd Surrlarr:
]. \V, IIAJ.llLTON, '06, Uimcgic Bldg., 1'111 burrh. Pt

The AssoclAtlon of Detroit

Tua: RE\',

DR. KlRK

n.

l'rrsidmt:
O'FERRALL,

'09, St. Pau I Ca

Woodward and Hancock A~u, Detroit, M~

Srrrtlary-Trrasurrr:
'25, 2958 Lakewood ATt.. Detroi1, Ii

H.

PAUL

S1JT11£RLAND,

The Association of Indianapolil
PrrsidNtl:
2250 Broad.-a.7, Jndianapol.it.
Via-Prrs1dt'lll:
Tm: Vuv REv. GEORGE S. Sounrno11T11, '09, Oturch of
CLARENCE

C.

UNDER\\OOD,

Ind1J.napohs, Ind.

The Association of
HOWAID
Wa.i.tAM

P.

Chi~

Prrsidrnt:
W. l.fAN:;, '00, 120 North Main Stmt.
V ia-Pnsidrnl:
Wrs£wA:s,

Tarooou

c.

i.o.w'

'22, 69 West Washington Stred. (Jii:IP-

Srcrrtar1 and Trrasurrr:
Du..ua, '25, IZO s. LaSalle Stmt. CJijclP.

The Auoci.ttion of Minnaotl
RALPH

Prtsidrnt:

M. WATSOY, '12, li22 Fremont Al"C.,

Surdar -Trl'tlsu n-:

"""""""'

S.. M

Luna C. Ku.oou:, '21, 4148 Brookside ATe.,

. ____.

»....,......

AI.U INI A

•

OCIATIONS

Th AuoclAtlon of West Mkhl11n

/',.ts drnt •

A llm

AH~.,

u, 29, 1945 Horton

H

SK.. Grand Ra

Mith an

M

AT,

St tlary:
'22, Gnmd Rap ds Pr s, Grand

M

The Association of St. Louil
p,.t11dtt1t:
K.ll A SI
Iron St re
111, (Ab
Streets. SL Lou s, Musoun

O'f:

S ttrttary· T f'Mlfl tr:

II

25, 304 Cott n Belt llldg.. S

The Association of Kansas CitJ'

1'1u-Pru mt·
, 'JI, 32S \\art Parkn7,
MtSSOUn

Sue

Sttrtla?-Trto1urtr:
, 'JI, 1420 Df'lll'f Lane, Kaau Ci:J', M

Tb Auocutlon cf El Pno

c.o.. El

T

St rtt r •
, ll.D,. 'OS, 201 • • Kansas St.. El ~

T

KENYON COLl..EGB

PUBLICATIONS
Tht Kr11.,·on Collrot 811llr1in is iuued quarttrly b7 tM
Numbers include catalogues of the collegiate and 1htol
mcnts, alumni address lisu, and account~ of proct'Cd ' •
nienccmcnt. Copies may be obtained un 11ddrcss1111 the ofict 0
President.

Krnyon Collcgr: !11 Firs/ Crnll1ry, being the cent
written hy the Rev. Or. George Fr11nkhn Smythe. ThU
octa\'I'.> \Olun1c of about JSO pages wilh numerous 1llustra
fished by the Yale University Press. Or. Smythc's accura
ship, admirable style, and discriminating Judgment gnc tilt
history a unique place among college narratives
obtained by remitting $5.00 to the Treasurer's Office at
Songs of Krnyon. Alfred K. Tulor, '06, Echt r
contains about 150 songs distinctive of Kenyon Collrgc.
\\etc composed by Kenyon men. This book is ha
1
and contains a number of attractive vbu of the C I Cft
Copies may be obtained on rcmilting $2.50 to the Trosu:tf'
at Gambier.
Tht Ktn}on Book, edited by the late President of K
the Rev. William B. Bodine, D.D. This octavo fume
pages contains a large amount of interesting and am
matter and is illustrated Yiith numerous vicv;s. CopitS mat
on ranitting $1.SO to the Treasurer's Office at Gambier
T~ Km}on Collrgian, published monthly d~
rear by the students of Kenyon College, ga'°cs current Df1l'S
penings on the Hill and recent information about al
tion for the year is $1.50. The bwiness manager fat 1
Merrill W. MacNamee. '34.

T~ RtWil/e is the annual publication of the ~-1L
Lusincss manager of the J9J4 RtWilk is Robert W. ~
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